
 

 

Production Information 

 

In Snow White and the Huntsman, a breathtaking new vision of the legendary 

tale begins. 

KRISTEN STEWART (the Twilight saga, On the Road) plays the only person in 

the land fairer than the evil Queen Ravenna (Academy Award
®
 winner CHARLIZE 

THERON of Prometheus, Hancock) who is out to destroy her.  But what the wicked ruler 

never imagined is that the young woman who has escaped her clutches and now threatens 

her reign has been training in the art of war with a Huntsman named Eric (CHRIS 

HEMSWORTH of Thor, The Avengers) who was dispatched to capture her.   

 The epic action-adventure is brought to the screen by JOE ROTH, the billion-

dollar-blockbuster producer of Alice in Wonderland, and, in his feature-film debut, 

acclaimed commercial director and state-of-the-art visualist RUPERT SANDERS. 

SAM CLAFLIN (Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides) accompanies the 

film’s cast of international superstars as William, the young duke long enchanted by 

Snow White’s defiance and innate purity.  He is joined in this quest by dwarves 

accompanying Snow White and the Huntsman on their fantastical journey.  The 

characters are portrayed by actors representing a who’s who of British acting masters: 

IAN MCSHANE (Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides) as Beith, the embittered 

leader of the clan; BOB HOSKINS (Mrs Henderson Presents) as Muir, their blind senior 

statesman; RAY WINSTONE (The Departed) as Gort, the ill-tempered drunkard; NICK 
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FROST (Hot Fuzz) as Nion, Beith’s right-hand man; TOBY JONES (Frost/Nixon) as 

Coll, the toughest soldier among them; EDDIE MARSAN (Sherlock Holmes) as Duir, the 

shadow to Coll; JOHNNY HARRIS (Atonement) as Quert, Muir’s musical son; and 

BRIAN GLEESON (The Eagle) as Gus, the youngest of the dwarves, who embodies the 

kingdom’s love for Snow White.   

 They are supported by a cast of both seasoned and burgeoning actors that includes 

SAM SPRUELL (The Hurt Locker) as Finn, Ravenna’s vengeful brother who abets in her 

dark magic; VINCENT REGAN (Clash of the Titans) as Duke Hammond, William’s 

father who leads the resistance; LILY COLE (St. Trinian’s) as the young handmaiden 

Greta; NOAH HUNTLEY (28 Days Later…) as King Magnus, Snow White’s doomed 

father; LIBERTY ROSS (W.E.) as the princess’ prescient mother; and, in her feature-film 

debut, RAFFEY CASSIDY as the young Snow White. 

Snow White and the Huntsman’s accomplished behind-the-scenes talent is led by 

Roth’s fellow producer, SAM MERCER (The Sixth Sense, Unbreakable), director of 

photography GREIG FRASER (Let Me In, Bright Star), production designer DOMINIC 

WATKINS (The Bourne Supremacy, United 93), Oscar
®
-winning editor CONRAD 

BUFF (Titanic, Rise of the Planet of the Apes) and editor NEIL SMITH (Faintheart), 

celebrated composer JAMES NEWTON HOWARD (The Hunger Games, The Dark 

Knight), and three-time Academy Award
®
-winning costume designer COLLEEN 

ATWOOD (Alice in Wonderland, Memoirs of a Geisha, Chicago).   

The screen story for the epic action-adventure is from debuting feature 

screenwriter EVAN DAUGHERTY, and the screenplay is by Daugherty and JOHN LEE 

HANCOCK (The Blind Side, The Alamo) and HOSSEIN AMINI (Drive, upcoming 47 

Ronin).   

The film’s executive producers are PALAK PATEL (upcoming Oz: The Great 

and Powerful) and Oscar
®
 winner GLORIA BORDERS (Terminator 2: Judgment Day, 

Forrest Gump).   
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ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 

 

From Alice to Snow White: 

Reimagining Epic Tales 

 

 Joe Roth, former chairman of 20
th

 Century Fox and Walt Disney Studios and 

producer of Tim Burton’s fantastical global hit Alice in Wonderland, knew that his team 

had found something incredible when Evan Daugherty’s script for what would become 

Snow White and the Huntsman arrived at his Los Angeles-based production house, Roth 

Films.  At the time, Roth’s head of development (and executive producer of this film), 

Palak Patel, saw the potential in Daugherty’s story, which was an innovative take on the 

age-old Brothers Grimm tale, originally published in 1812 in the text “Kinder- und 

Hausmärchen” (“Children’s and Household Tales”).   

 Roth and Patel were also responsible for finding the man who would helm the 

company’s next epic action-adventure.  Rupert Sanders, a highly decorated commercial 

director, had made his way to the top of his game with a unique visual style that distinctly 

branded ad campaigns such as those for the juggernaut video game Halo 3.  Roth, Patel 

and fellow executive producer Gloria Borders grew fascinated by the uncompromising 

tone and impressive variety in Sanders’ work, as well as the depth of soul to his 

commercials.    

When Roth’s team had a draft of the script with which all were comfortable, 

Sanders was the first and the only filmmaker to whom they sent the idea.  A veteran of 

imaginative gaming spots, Sanders believed it was as important to reimagine the story as 

it was to open up a filmic Snow White to both genders.  Everyone felt that Sanders’ 

vision and skill set offered a deft balance that would guarantee the production its green 

light.   

 Roth reflects that with this time-tested story and Sanders’ visual arsenal, he knew 

they were on the right track: “I loved the idea of turning this story on its head.  What I 

realized after making Alice in Wonderland is that if you find the right story and you put a 

visionary filmmaker on it—someone who’s got a real eye—and you have a modern take 

and use all the modern tools, you have the best of all worlds.”  He tells that he found that 
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man in Sanders: “When we looked at his commercial reel, it was clear he had a fantastic 

eye.  I was impressed at how bright he was, and I knew he would be a fast learner.” 

Admittedly, it wasn’t initially an easy sell to the British filmmaker.  Recounts 

Sanders: “I’d been looking for a project, and I’d been close on a couple of things.  Then I 

was sent the script, and I thought, ‘Snow White?  Are you having a laugh?’  But after I 

read it, I thought, ‘Wow, this is an incredible opportunity to create a world that people 

haven’t seen before.’  What touched me about the story was that it drew on something 

that so many people have within them.  We all read it as a child and saw the cartoon that 

was done in 1937—the first Disney foray into fairy tales.  I loved the idea of a 

reinvention.” 

Sanders acknowledges that he was also excited by “the chance to do something 

more masculine with the story.”  He says: “Snow White has an arc that is a very mythical 

rise of a hero.  She’s almost the female Luke Skywalker.  We’ve built a universe that 

touches on her themes, including the iconic metaphors and imagery, but everything is 

skewed.  We still have the mirror, the red apple and the evil Queen, but we’ve thrown 

into that massive battles and a rebellion.  This story is much bigger, and the stakes are 

much higher.  It’s a battle of life against death.”   

Within 24 hours of reading the screenplay, Sanders put together a library of ideas 

for his producers.  He presented his preliminary vision the next day, incorporating into 

Daugherty’s story visual concepts for that borrowed from English and French sculptors, 

as well as German artists.  Sanders had no interest in delivering a fragile Snow White 

who was relegated to being saved by someone else; his heroine was as laser-focused upon 

her mission as her antagonist was. 

As the script developed, the director found the symbols in the Brothers Grimm 

tale to be quite imperative in moving along the narrative.  He notes: “They’re very potent.  

Everything in that story—the mirror, the apple—is iconic and has so many deeper 

themes.  The apple is the knowledge in the tree of life.  The Snow White story helps us to 

understand mortality and teaches us not to bury ourselves in jealousy and rage, because 

that stops your living.  It teaches that you should enjoy your life and not try to seek 

something that is ultimately irrelevant.” 
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To demonstrate to executives at Universal Pictures the action and emotion of 

which a first-time features director was capable, Sanders took a skeleton cast and crew in 

January 2011 and filmed select visual scenes that would be captured in his vision of Snow 

White and the Huntsman.  Pulling in several favors from friends and colleagues in the 

industry, he cut together a short reel, added a few special effects and relied upon a friend 

to conduct the voice-over.  When the studio saw the tonal guide that took Sanders 

approximately a week to complete—with the Queen dissolving into ravens, her apple 

disintegrating to its core, and fairies emerging from the breasts of birds—it green-lit the 

film.  Everyone recognized that the young filmmaker was more than capable of helming 

and delivering an epic with a distinctive vision.   

Sanders sums his thoughts on the visual style for this film: “I wanted to make a 

very rich, fantastical world, but I wanted to separate fairy tale from fantasy; they are very 

different to me.  I wanted to create something that was muscular but very emotional and 

to make a grand, epic-scale film that carried as much emotion as it did scale.  A lot of the 

times, you see a film of this nature that is very heavily visually affected but has very little 

heart.  I wanted to find that emotion in the story.” 

As preproduction took shape, The Blind Side’s John Lee Hancock and 47 Ronin’s 

Hossein Amini contributed to what would become the final script based upon 

Daugherty’s story, and Roth requested that a seasoned filmmaker and longtime M. Night 

Shyamalan collaborator, Sam Mercer, join the team as a fellow producer. 

Mercer describes that his interest in coming aboard the production was due to 

how this reinvention still honored the lasting appeal of this character.  He reflects upon 

our heroine: “Snow White is on a journey, but she hasn’t yet accepted it.  She’s got to 

take control of the kingdom and ascend to what her father left her.  The character is 

someone who is out for her people, and those core issues fundamentally resonate with us.  

With Rupert’s aesthetics and eye for cinematic detail, we knew he would give this 

material a contemporary feel and make it into a big, fun summer action movie.” 
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By Fairest Blood: 

Casting the Action-Adventure 

 

 Roth, Mercer and Sanders aimed to create a film that was not only timeless, but 

would also capture the spirit, style and tone of the Brothers Grimm, perhaps in the way 

these folklorists might envision a version of their story 200 years after they first wrote it 

down.  With production due to start in the United Kingdom in fall 2011, casting director 

LUCY BEVAN began the search for actors all across the world to bring life to this new 

vision.   

 The first role cast was also the wickedest: Queen Ravenna.  The daughter of a 

sorceress, Ravenna slowly found her way to the dark side.  Abducted by a vicious master 

when she was a girl, the only power Ravenna wielded was her astonishing beauty.  

Though her mother bestowed upon her an enchantment to protect her from the ravages of 

time, Ravenna is forced to maintain it by consuming the life force of young maidens.  

After she bewitched and killed Snow White’s father, King Magnus, Ravenna stalled her 

death and threw off the balance of life with an evil that spread like cancer across the 

kingdom.  But her cruelty did not end there.  To become truly immortal, Ravenna must 

consume the heart of Snow White…the moment her stepdaughter becomes the fairest in 

the land.   

Reflects Sanders on the power of this creature in our minds, as well as her role in 

this interpretation of the iconic story: “The Queen symbolizes death, and she is trying to 

stop her own from arriving.  She is seeking immortality, so everything in the kingdom is 

thrown off balance.  Oppositely, Snow White is the beating heart of life, and the 

Huntsman’s job is to take that life.  If the Queen fails, life and death may fall back in 

sync and the kingdom will return to how it once was.” 

Academy Award
®
 winner Charlize Theron was brought aboard to play the fabled 

monarch.  Discussing his decision to cast Theron, Sanders commends: “Charlize has 

given such staggering performances in her career, but she is also such an incredibly 

beautiful woman.  She encompasses, more than any other actor out there, both power and 

beauty personified.  She is Margaret Thatcher-meets-Kate Moss.”   
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Expounding upon the film’s symbolism and Theron’s decisions in bringing those 

tropes to life, Sanders adds: “When you are dealing with archetypes, you can play them 

big.  People want to relish when the Queen says, ‘Mirror, mirror, on the wall.’  We want 

to see them coming from someone of this stature and beauty.” 

Roth walks us through the team’s casting process: “Choosing Charlize was the 

idea right from the start.  I’d worked with her in the past.  We went over to the 

commercial shoot she was on and waited for her to take a break.  When she came over, in 

four-inch stiletto heels and dressed in a very commercial way, I thought, ‘Rupert is going 

to be blown away!’”   

The producer was just as pleased when she arrived on set to begin filming and 

was game for the most intense of situations to get into character, including an 

uncomfortable swim in a tub of black oil.  “Charlize gives a performance as ferocious as 

the one she was asking for,” adds Roth.  “It’s an interesting amalgam: She’s always in 

control, she’s magnificent to watch and she’s fearsome.” 

Theron was attracted to the part because of the complex humanity of a betrayed 

and wounded creature—one that easily could have been drawn as a screeching 

stereotype.  She explains a bit of the Queen’s backstory: “Ravenna’s mother instilled into 

her at a very young age that she can only be her true best self if she remains young and 

stays beautiful.  She realizes that her magical powers are her survival.  And that’s the 

road she travels.”   

Though Ravenna has, according to Theron, “brutal instincts” and “an obsession 

with needing Snow White’s beating heart to give her immortality,” the reigning monarch 

hasn’t completely lost all traces of her humanity.  Like Sanders, the actress appreciated 

the difficult lessons inherent in this timeless story.  Theron shares: “Ravenna realizes that 

she wants something that, if she made different choices in her life, she could have had.  

But because of how she decided to live and the bed that she made for herself—one that 

she’s lying in right now—she can’t.  It’s not even an option for her.”   

When Snow White’s mother died and her father married Ravenna, the young 

princess found her innocence and compassion to be qualities the new Queen loathed.  

Locked away in a tower for seven years, Snow White grew up watching her father’s 

murderer rule the kingdom with an iron fist.  But the young beauty, who had begun 
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training as an archer, falconer and horsewoman, has escaped and now trains with an 

uneasy ally.  The time has come for her to defend her people from the one who’s been 

crippling them.  She makes an oath that she will become their weapon and challenges her 

fellow outcasts to ride with her against Ravenna. 

 Sanders knew that they had to walk a fine line with the character of Snow White.  

In adapting the centuries-old fairy tale, originally about a little girl who is more victim 

than fighter, it was important to the filmmakers that Snow White and her journey remain 

identifiable for contemporary audiences across the world.  The hurdles and problems that 

she faces are issues with which girls and women grapple in modern day: loneliness and 

maturation, plus issues of trust, love and the power (as well as the ultimate fading) of 

beauty.   

 The casting of Ravenna’s nemesis was slightly trickier than finding her pursuer.  

The filmmakers were searching for an actress who could capture both sides of the 

archetypal character: the innocence, naiveté and tenderness that Snow White 

demonstrates in the first half of our story, and the tough, physical warrior princess that 

she becomes in the second half.  They discovered a number of younger actresses who 

could play the first half of the movie brilliantly but had trouble convincing the team that 

they could carry off the tougher persona.  Likewise, when older actresses auditioned, they 

could well portray the battle-hardened soldier but were unconvincing as the recessive 

captive that the film’s early scenes demanded.   

 After a worldwide search for a performer who could fulfill the demands of this 

expansive role, Kristen Stewart, known for her role as Bella Swan in the blockbuster 

Twilight saga, was cast in the much coveted role of Snow White.  Comments Sanders of 

the team’s choice: “Kristen is such an incredible talent.  She has obviously done amazing 

work in her projects to date, but this opens her up to an even larger audience and gives 

her a classical role.  She’s previously been in films that are of our era and not done a film 

quite like this.  This is her chance to rise, and to shine as well.  The two track well 

together.” 

 Roth gives a bit of background on her casting: “We all felt convinced that Snow 

White was not shy but somebody who was an aggressive, assertive, positive Joan of Arc-

like figure.  We originally were looking for an unknown to play the character, in the same 
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way we did on Alice in Wonderland, where we found Mia Wasikowska.  However, 

Rupert and I decided to fly down to New Orleans, where the last Twilight film was being 

shot, and sat and talked to Kristen.  We felt great about casting Kristen.  She really did 

her homework for this role.  She spent four months riding horses and four months with an 

English accent.” 

Stewart introduces us to a young woman we thought we had long known: “We’re 

not trying to take Snow White and turn her on her side; we stay very true to who she is in 

the story.  She represents a reminder of just how great people can be to one another.”  

Agreeing with Theron, the actress appreciated the material’s thoughtful take on beauty 

and power.  Stewart says: “It’s been interesting to play a young girl who is completely 

unaware of any vanity.  She just has none.  In almost every other role you play, you’re at 

least aware of yourself and might have to play a girl dealing with vanity as she grows into 

a woman.  The fact that Snow White has absolutely none of that, and Ravenna has the 

ultimate opposite, says something very nice about what people find beautiful in life.” 

The performer appreciated the writers’ take on Snow White, a character initially 

trapped in a forest that draws its strength from any weakness.  Stewart reflects: “I do 

admire strong characters, but this wasn’t strong for the sake of strong.  It was so feminine 

and so human, and I love playing a character who is someone that you’re going to root 

for and throw your drink on the ground and stand up and go, ‘Yeah!’” 

This part represented Stewart’s first time as an action heroine, albeit a conflicted 

one.  She says: “Snow White is initially this disconnected martyr.  After she escapes, 

she’s becoming this human being again, but she’s not necessarily fighting for herself.  It’s 

like there’s a hole that can’t be filled.  Most action characters are so self-righteous and 

vindictive, but she won’t do that.  I’ve never seen that before, and I think it’s awesome.” 

Stewart knew there would be much stunt work involved in a production of this 

size and scope, and she was more than ready for the challenge.  For example, during 

Snow White’s escape scene, the actress was required to be literally up to her shoulders in 

an enclosed sewer set with dozens of live rats.  As well, she had to jump off of a two-

story building into a pool on a chilly London day to make this daring escape. 

The other title character to be cast was, of course, the Huntsman: Eric, a hunter 

who knows the Enchanted and Dark Forests like the back of his hands.  Not only did the 
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Huntsman once have respect for the animals he tracked, he also still has the ability to 

think like one.  But after his wife, Zara, died, Eric found his only comfort as a mercenary 

and a drunk.  Now, the Huntsman has been tasked to follow Snow White into the forest 

and return her to Ravenna, who needs to consume her heart.  But when Eric discovers the 

treachery of the Queen, he channels his rage into training a young woman who is 

determined to end what Ravenna began.  Eric begins to see in Snow White an end to the 

darkness and to believe that the king’s standard could fly again. 

 Initially conceived as a character much older than Snow White, the Huntsman 

morphed during the screenplay’s development.  Thor himself, Chris Hemsworth, was 

courted for the part after the filmmakers watched him in his career-defining role as the 

Nordic god of war.  His charisma and on-screen presence convinced them that he could 

embody the tortured former soldier who finds salvation in a young woman called Snow 

White.   

With his attitude, humor, intensity and physical presence, Hemsworth proved he 

could bring life to the character and serve as the ideal balance between Stewart and 

Theron.  Shares Mercer of their choice: “We spent a fair amount of time exploring who 

should be the Huntsman and how to round out the triangle.  Through the evolution of 

talking to many actors and getting their takes on it, we discovered Chris.  He is becoming 

a huge star, and we knew we had to have him.” 

Hemsworth’s first day on set was one of the most intimidating of the shoot: his 

big scene with Theron in which the Queen dispatches the Huntsman.  Roth knew that 

Hemsworth was up for the challenge of matching wits with the Oscar
®
 winner.  The 

producer compliments: “The guy is built like a linebacker, he’s gorgeous to look at, and 

he has great depth of character.  Chris is the guy that puts up 110 percent all the time.” 

Discussing his part, Hemsworth says: “The Huntsman is a lost soul.  He has given 

up on life and himself.  When we first meet him, he’s a drunk, living alone in the woods 

working as a mercenary, hunting and tracking.  He is then assigned the role of finding 

Snow White and bringing her back to the Queen.”  Offering his reason for tackling the 

role, Hemsworth states: “I liked the idea of playing the reluctant hero: rough around the 

edges but with a good heart underneath.  We tried to push the inconsistencies of his 

character, keep him unpredictable.” 
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Hemsworth also appreciated the “classic Western character” that the writers had 

drawn and the visual style that his director ensured.  The performer adds: “I read it with 

Rupert, and I saw visually how creative he was.  We had discussions about character and 

story, and I was inspired by what he said.  I’ve worked with plenty of people who have 

done far more films than Rupert, but many are not nearly as equipped, focused or 

innovative as he is.  He’s unreal.  I love these types of films: big, fantastical, epic stories 

that have a real heart at the center of them.  They’re relatable characters, and the story is 

about hope and inspiration and love and tragedy.  These are the things that we all deal 

with, but the story is told on an incredible, vivid background.” 

Although Hemsworth and Stewart carefully practiced their fight scenes together, 

mistakes were made during production.  During a particularly vigorous take, Stewart 

accidentally punched the seasoned kickboxer in the face.  His nose swelled up, and his 

wound had to be covered up with makeup.  Stewart was truly a match for this Huntsman. 

No telling of this timeless fable would be complete without a handsome prince.  

And in this version that man is William, Snow White’s closest childhood friend and the 

son of Duke Hammond, a former consort of the king.  When Ravenna’s dark army took 

control of the castle and Snow White was imprisoned, William, played by Sam Claflin, 

fled with his father to the outlying lands populated by trolls, dwarves and fairies.  They 

have spent years amassing an army to protect what’s left of the kingdom from the 

venomous woman who has upset the natural order of the world.  When William learns 

that his boyhood love is still alive, the expert marksman vows to find Snow White and 

never leave her again. 

Claflin shares a bit about his character’s motivation: “William strives to make the 

world a better place and does so by disobeying his father’s orders, which obviously 

makes him quite rebellious.  But he’s doing it for what he believes is the good of the 

world.  So, he’s a very respectable bloke.”   

Tired of living in exile, William is ready to reclaim the kingdom for the people 

who have been oppressed by an entity whose powers seem to know no end.  He finds an 

ally in his childhood friend Snow White.  Adds Claflin: “He knows that there’s more to 

life than living behind these tall, big walls, and his father is just playing it safe and wants 
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no one to have to risk their lives.  William believes that you have to take a risk to make 

something better.” 

About the casting of Claflin and William’s part in this story, Sanders offers: “Sam 

played it excellently, and William is a difficult one to play, because the Huntsman is so 

charismatic because he’s the bad guy, the one we love to hate and hate to love.  But 

we’ve tried to make William dynamic.  He’s the warrior son of a statesman father, and 

he’s out there fighting and training on his own.  The image that scarred him as a child is 

that his betrothed, Snow White, was ripped out of his hands during a battle when 

Ravenna kills the king and takes over the castle.  We were all so impressed by how well 

Sam handled a very tough part.” 

 Supporting talent brought on to the film include Sam Spruell as the villainous 

Finn, Ravenna’s brother, a henchman who does whatever evil his sister bids of him.  

Vincent Regan plays the brave Duke Hammond, King Magnus’ former second-in-

command (and William’s father) who has taken his people to the outer lands.  Noah 

Huntley portrays the ill-fated King Magnus, whose early death throws the land into deep 

despair, while Liberty Ross plays Magnus’ dearly departed first bride, the young 

princess’ mother.  Lily Cole plays the young handmaiden Greta, whose youth is drained 

by Ravenna.  Finally, in her feature-film debut, Raffey Cassidy portrays Snow White as a 

young girl. 

 

British Masters: 

The Dwarves Are Chosen 

 

The cream of the British acting establishment was solicited to play the film’s 

dwarves, and through a combination of visual effects and old-school trickery, you will 

believe their size.  In casting the dwarves, Sanders pulled off a bit of a hat trick with his 

thespians.  He went to each of the potential dwarves separately, with drawings of them as 

the characters as well as elaborate backstories for these warriors destined to help Snow 

White upon her journey.  He knew that if he could get a meeting with them, his passion 

would be infectious.  Indeed, every single actor said yes.   
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Sanders walks us through how he was able to attract such talent: “It was almost 

like casting a British gangster film.  I had been working on something in that realm, and 

these guys were all on my list for that project.  When it came to casting the dwarves, I 

wanted to do something different with them.  I needed to find tough guys with big hearts.  

I wanted them to sing and cry together, and laugh and fight together.  They’re a real band 

of brothers.  It’s definitely true that once you cast one, the others start to fall into place. 

“I created a hardback bible of imagery that describes the world in great detail—

the geography, history, the present conundrum of the kingdom—so they would have a 

great idea of what the world was like,” the director continues.  “Then a lot of it was their 

trusting me and my sweet-talking them into doing it.  The dwarves bring so much to the 

film.  They’re the comical interlude who bring laughs, but they also show another balance 

of emotion.  They’re heartfelt.” 

 Beith, played by Ian McShane, is the leader of the dwarves.  He is an old 

acquaintance of the Huntsman’s and knows how tricky Eric can be.  Nion, played by 

Nick Frost, is Beith’s right-hand man and a fervent dwarf supremacist who does not trust 

Snow White, Eric or either of their motives.  Gort, played by Ray Winstone, is an ill-

tempered, drunken dwarf who abhors most music and will put moss in his ears to drown 

it (and everyone else) out.  Coll, played by Toby Jones, is one of the toughest dwarves 

and serves his men as if he were a Special Forces soldier.  He and Duir, played by Eddie 

Marsan, comprise a warrior duo.  Alongside his other half, Duir takes out any enemy who 

dares to mess with dwarfkind.  Gus, played by Brian Gleeson, is the youngest of the 

dwarves and falls in love with Snow White the minute he meets her.  The young fiddle 

player will prove his loyalty when it comes to protecting the savior of his kingdom.  

 The last two dwarves are a father and son.  Muir, played by Bob Hoskins, is blind.  

A wise seer and spiritual leader of his clan, he is certain that Snow White is pure of heart 

and has been chosen to heal the land ravaged by Ravenna.  He believes that the young 

princess is destined to become the face of promise for the kingdom.  Finally, his son, 

Quert, played by Johnny Harris, guides his father.  Quert sings Celtic ballads with a 

heartbreaking voice and is an accomplished musician. 

Indeed, many of the actors portraying the dwarves have worked with one another 

before, and McShane returns to work with one of his Pirates of the Caribbean: On 
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Stranger Tides’ co-stars, Claflin, for this film.  McShane sums the team’s thoughts on 

this project: “The story itself is a great one: It’s magical, brutal, sexy and very different to 

any other epic I’ve been involved with so far.  It’s an intelligent script, and the visual 

qualities that Rupert and his team bring to it will be extraordinary.” 

Marsan jokes that Sanders might have reassessed his excitement during 

postproduction: “Rupert bit off more than he could chew when the dwarves turned up on 

set.  We were like a bunch of naughty schoolboys who just created havoc.  It’s the 

character.  It just makes you quite mischievous, quite bawdy and quite rude.” 

 

Capes and Battle Gear: 

Costumes of Snow White and the Huntsman 

 

 Sanders and his producers carefully handpicked an outstanding team of creative 

department heads, all selected for their level of expert craftsmanship.  An Academy 

Award
®
 winner for Alice in Wonderland, Chicago and Memoirs of a Geisha, visionary 

costume designer Colleen Atwood was given the challenge of presenting the characters to 

modern audiences through astonishingly intricate and carefully assembled designs.   

The designer was a longtime collaborator of Sanders’ on his advertisement work.  

Says the director: “Colleen Atwood is far more experienced than any of us put together, 

and I’ve worked with her for a number of years on commercials. It was amazing when 

she said she’s do it, because the wardrobe is so important to this film.  If it isn’t 

fantastical enough—but also realistic enough—then it doesn’t help the characters get into 

their world, and that would be a real downfall.  Her wardrobes blend seamlessly into this 

world, and they speak volumes about the world and the characters.” 

Symbolism was crucial to Sanders’ telling of this story, and Atwood translated his 

vision gorgeously.  For example, Magnus’ coat of arms is emblematic of his reign as a 

good and benevolent ruler during a time in which the kingdom prospered.  It was fruitful 

and alive, and the crest symbolizes peace.  The apple on it is an iconic part of the 

Brothers Grimm’s Snow White story, and the apple tree is an integral part of the film that 

is symbolically represented.   
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 Atwood starts every film with research via the usual mediums, but she fancies 

museums in particular to inspire her.  Based in London, the Wallace Collection, home to 

one of Europe’s finest collections of arms and armor (besides the art, furniture and 

porcelain), was of enormous help to her.  Her travels also took her abroad to Istanbul.  

She explains: “I spent a couple of days buying fabrics and bits and pieces.  It helped me 

to pull the look of the movie together, and everything that I bought there I used in a 

relevant way.  I still needed hundreds of units of manufactured materials, but it was such 

a great marketplace for handmade materials.  It was very useful for inspiration, and a 

place to find materials like beautiful woven wool dyed with natural fibers.” 

She was excited to work with Sanders on his feature-film debut, and she knew she 

could honor the audience’s shared memories of the lead character while still telling her 

own version of the tale.  “Snow White was one of the first movies I saw when I was a 

child,” recalls Atwood.  “There were certain things that were magical about the Disney 

character, and I loved the way she was dressed, but our character could hardly be dressed 

in red, blue and yellow.”   

As Stewart’s Snow White is a very physically active character, Atwood designed 

a modern-looking costume that is customized at various stages of the story.  “The outfit 

Snow White wears for a majority of the movie is made from beautiful green suede that 

perfectly complemented Kristen’s eye color.  The dress has several layers including 

legging pants underneath to allow the character to be active and not have us worry about 

constantly readjusting costumes and stapling skirts to boots,” says Atwood.  “The dress 

starts long, but she eventually gets a makeover from the Huntsman during their travels.  

Then we reveal a shorter version of her dress with the leggings, which will hopefully 

appeal to the girls today, but still stay viable within the realm of the story.” 

 Toward the end of her journey, Snow White goes to battle to fight for her people’s 

future.  As her character changes, so does her costume.  To accommodate, Atwood 

designed a suit of armor suitable for Stewart to wear on horseback and in battle.  “When 

Snow White goes into battle, she doesn’t have time to assemble the proper armor,” 

comments Atwood.  “So we took different elements of armor to compile an outfit made 

to look like she was armored.”  She adds: “It’s not supposed to look like a slick, pulled-

together suit.  She can ride and fight in it, but there are very subtle clues that tell the 
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audience that it has been thrown together in haste.  There are leg pieces missing and the 

whole costume is not symmetrical.”  

 For the award winner, Snow White’s costumes were enjoyable to create.  She 

reflects: “I have a daughter about Kristen’s age, and I wanted to design something that 

would connect with her age group.  I do a lot of period and fantasy work, but I love 

young women’s clothing.”   

 The Huntsman basically stays in one outfit for the duration of the story, and all of 

his garments are made of rough organic materials that a hunter of his station would wear.  

For the character, Atwood drew her inspiration from what would have been his natural 

surroundings: the great outdoors.  Referencing shapes and fabrics from medieval times, 

Atwood’s crew sewed together smaller pieces of animal skins.  “He has a lot of layers to 

his clothing,” she says.  “Everything had to be useful to him.  For example, his big, heavy 

coat could also be used as a blanket to sleep on.”   

 The Huntsman couldn’t live up to his name without his signature use of weapons.  

He carries a double-axe rig and a belt that holds his array of knives.  Atwood needed to 

design the axe rig on his back to enable him to grab his weapons quickly.  Her team 

eventually settled on a rig that used magnets to secure the axes to the harness, allowing 

Hemsworth to access them with ease and speed.  After a good deal of training with stunt 

coordinator BEN COOKE, the actor was ready to go. 

The most ornate wardrobe does, of course, belong to Ravenna.  While Magnus 

was a good king who ruled over a prosperous land, his murderess does the opposite.  

Naturally, that cruelty would be reflected in her heraldry.  Ravenna’s crest symbolizes the 

dark hold over a land that was once fruitful.  The tree in her emblem is dead and 

blackened and bears no fruit.  

Atwood and her team had their skilled hands full.  “Designing for a character like 

Ravenna is the film equivalent of couture costume,” she reflects.  “Making costumes for 

someone who is six-feet tall is just awesome, but you can’t have a character like Ravenna 

without having an actress like Charlize Theron to work the costume.  There’s a lot of 

costume, and it could be overwhelming to some actresses.”  

 Through Ravenna, Atwood tried to personify evil in a different way: one that also 

showed a bit of vulnerability.  Ravenna wears 12 major costumes within the story, each 
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one handmade and requiring hundreds of hours of labor.  To prepare, Atwood discussed 

the character with Theron at length.  The designer says: “She also wanted to have a bit of 

fun with and not be too strapped in to the cliché of what the evil Queen was.  We wanted 

her to be a person too.  She had royal duties and has some feelings and background about 

where she came from, but as the story progresses, so does her madness.  Her world is 

crumbling, and as her madness inhabits her, I started to change the materials and the 

feeling of her clothes.  In the beginning, her costumes have a real shape to them, but as 

we go on, they get more spectral and buglike.  It’s my metamorphosis for her.”  

 A consumer of young maidens’ youth, Ravenna steals her beauty from anything 

and everything around her.  Once that feast is over, her world begins to deteriorate.  

“When the gold dress and cape transform, we see the transition of Ravenna’s beauty,” 

shares Atwood.  “Ravenna takes her beauty, but Snow White’s beauty is internal and 

owned, so you see it grow throughout the story.  That’s the allegorical contrast between 

the two kinds of beauty in the story and in the world.” 

The Queen’s costumes were nothing short of astonishing.  Ravenna’s 

transformation cape—her raven cloak—took a skilled dressmaker four weeks to make 

from a concept and pattern designed by Atwood.  Each rooster feather was hand-trimmed 

before it was applied.   Ravenna’s raven cloak was a project of love for the craftsperson 

who made it.  And haute couture does not come cheap.  The cost: about £20,000.   

Theron commends her designer, noting that Atwood made sure that “the devil was 

in the details.”  The actress explains how costuming followed function: “Colleen truly 

understood the themes of this story, and that it is not just about beauty.  Everything had to 

look a certain way to Ravenna because that’s her philosophy in life.  She lives in a man’s 

world.  She’s been told by her mother to believe that men will only allow you to be as 

good as you possibly can be, if you are beautiful. 

“I knew the costumes were going to be spectacular, but Colleen took it to another 

level,” Theron continues.  “I felt like every costume had a feeling of not quite what it 

seems.  In a way, these dresses were like torture devices for Ravenna.  I love that because 

I feel like Ravenna was, in a way, more torturous toward herself than to the people that 

she was killing.” 
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Dressing the actress to play the monarch was no walk in the park.  As well, 

Theron, no stranger to immersing herself in the special effects makeup needed for 

difficult parts, understood that Ravenna’s aging makeup would require two to six hours to 

apply.  In fact, she often had call times at the wee hours of the morning, this all before 

donning the intricate costumes. 

For Snow White and the Huntsman, Atwood’s design team procured materials 

from all over the world, including beetle shells from Thailand, fabrics from Turkey, 

sequins from China and chain mail designed in the U.K. but made in India, as well as 

select jewels from renowned designer CATHY WATERMAN.  Always up for more 

challenges, the team prepped for their largest day to come on the shoot: one that involved 

more than 400 extras dressed in medieval clothing.   

 

Shrinking the Talent: 

VFX and SFX of the Dwarves 

  

   Sanders considers himself to be a practical director who isn’t interested in visual 

effects for the sake of them.  He’d rather use VFX to enhance what has already been 

captured manually on camera.  During the shoot, an astonishing 90 percent of footage 

was taken on physical sets or on location with limited green screen.  However, one of the 

biggest challenges for Sanders and director of photography Greig Fraser was shooting the 

dwarves on camera, but having them appear smaller alongside the other cast members.   

 Several different techniques were used to produce the specific looks for these 

characters on screen.  One potential solution came from one of the production’s VFX 

supervisors (and additional 2
nd

 unit director), CEDRIC NICOLAS-TROYAN, a longtime 

collaborator of Sanders’.  “An effects supervisor tries to find the technical solution to a 

creative problem,” explains Nicolas-Troyan.  “I had to come up with ideas of how to 

show well-known actors as characters half of their normal size.”   

Nicolas-Troyan wowed the director, the producers and the studio with a test reel 

of a concept he had designed to “shorten” the legs of the cast.  Though this would make 

the actors appear smaller on screen, using it for all the shots needed would blow the 

budget and time frame…and make it improbable to hit the film’s release date.  “We 
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couldn’t use visual effects every time we see a dwarf, or we’d be dead in the water and 

never make our days,” says Nicolas-Troyan. 

The VFX supervisor had long ago learned that there’s more than one way to get 

the job done.  He reflects: “We used some very old-school techniques, like rostrums 

[platforms], which help fill the gaps in the viewer’s mind.  In some scenes, we would 

shoot the actor and shrink his legs, and in others, we used a face replacement.” 

 Visual effects producer LYNDA THOMPSON adds: “It’s also about the framing 

of the shot: If you don’t see the actors’ feet, they appear to be walking on ground level.  

Principal actors for dwarves are walking about two feet below them, so the framing of the 

shot makes them appear shorter.  This really helped to solve being able to crack on with 

the shoot in camera.”   

On wider shots, shorter doubles for the actors were dressed and made up to look 

like the principal characters, which is another great way of saving time and allowing the 

director and cinematographer to shoot physically.  Thompson says: “However, there are 

some scenes where we have the doubles or stunt doubles close up and you can tell it’s not 

a principal actor, so those were our true print face replacements.”    

 

Dwarf Prosthetics and Designs 

 For both the principal actors and their doubles, the daily routine of getting 

camera-ready sometimes began as other cast and crew were coming home from a night 

out.  Due to the amount of prosthetics, hair and makeup—under the supervision of hair 

department head LUCA VANNELLA and makeup department head SHARON 

MARTIN—and costumes that needed to be applied and donned, some of the actors and 

key crew were up extremely early in the morning.   

Prosthetics designer DAVID WHITE drew his initial designs by taking Sanders’ 

lead with what his director did—or more to the point—did not want from his dwarves.  

“Rupert didn’t want pointy ears or big chins and that over-the-top fantastical element,” 

remembers White.  “His angle was very different, but his vision was quite extraordinary.”  

White gave Sanders mock-ups of each of the characters for his input, and they would 

discuss looks and alterations.  Commends White: “Rupert takes you on a road that is so 

clear that you just have to follow.  It totally works.”   
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 White was responsible for the visual enhancement of the dwarves, accentuating 

certain features of the actors through detailed prostheses.  These were not always to the 

extreme, but enough to make each one of them unique.  He explains: “It was a question 

of getting all of the actors on board before it was established how we were going to 

handle certain aspects.  I haven’t seen dwarves quite like this before, but they work so 

well in the movie.”   

 By using silicone bases, White and his team ensured that the actors were able to 

act through their prosthetics.  “These prosthetics are so thin that actors can move 

underneath; they are very flexible,” says the designer.  “However, the dwarf doubles are a 

different story, and a completely different build in terms of prosthetic makeup.”   

The principal actors’ doubles needed to have prosthetics applied to make them 

look just like the actors.  However, size and head-shape differences required a completely 

different set of prosthetics.  “Some of the doubles’ prosthetics are more masklike, but still 

very thin and flexible and practical,” comments White.  “We accommodated all of the 

different elements and copied the principal actors’ looks—with all of their prosthetics—

on to another person who was a totally different design.  It’s a good thing all of our 

characters are such strong designs; they read from a distance and look fantastic.  I’m 

amazed how close the camera can actually get to them.”     

 All of the dwarves had different prosthetic designs, makeup, hairstyles and facial 

hair.  Therefore, the actors were normally in the prosthetics trailer as early as 2:30 or 3:00 

a.m.  “There were a lot of different processes to get them camera-ready, and there was an 

enormous amount of jumping around with eight dwarves in one trailer,” laughs White.  

Not enough work?  With eight dwarves and eight doubles, the crew had a minimum of 16 

dwarves on a given workday, not taking into account any stunt doubles or stand-ins 

needed for certain scenes.     

 Considering the amount of time these performers had to sit in their respective 

chairs, White put a great deal of consideration into which artist from his department 

would be assigned to each actor, and where the actors were positioned within the trailers.  

“I don’t think I’ve ever had a trailer full of British actors of that caliber; it was quite 

extraordinary,” says White.  “There was a lot of banter and a great vibe, but all of the 

gentlemen have a discipline when it comes to work and were good sports about coming 
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in so early.  They each had their different ways of dealing with it—some napped, some 

read, some listened to music…all sorts of tricks were used to get by.”    

Despite the prep work, the actors who portray the dwarves were up for the 

challenge at hand.  “It was tough but when we finished and you saw the quality of their 

work, you knew it was worth every second,” says Winstone.  “Genius.”  

Prosthetics used to be made from the standard foam latex, but as the material is so 

dense and has no translucency whatsoever, it has to be painted to create an effect.  

Because the use of latex puts more pressure on the lighting scenarios, silicone is the 

preferred material of the day.  White commends its fantastic qualities, noting, “We can 

change the density and the color to get it exactly right for the actor or actress.”   

 With a minimum of eight principal dwarves and eight doubles all needing 

prosthetics for each new shooting day, White and his team created more than 400 

different sets of prosthetics for all of these artists…and that went up by the day.  For 

example, if every single eyebrow on a principal prosthetic was manually punched 300 

times, that resulted in 600 punches on every single piece…times 400!      

  

Learning Movement 

 As the costume, hair, makeup and prosthetics departments all had to deal with the 

trials and tribulations of marrying the images of the principals with their doubles, so did 

PETER ELLIOTT.  The established movement director has worked on more than 50 

features including such classics as Gorillas in the Mist: The Story of Dian Fossey and 

Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes and recent marvels such as Where the 

Wild Things Are and The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy. 

Elliott’s challenge on this film was to teach the principal actors and their 

respective doubles how to all match the manner in which they move.  To do this he 

collaborated with the cast to invent a walk that was achievable by both actors playing the 

same role.  Then, each pair had to learn to walk in a manner that was unique to their 

particular character.   

“I was given three weeks during which we had intense rehearsals,” recalls Elliott.  

“I started with the doubles, just to get the generic framework, then took our principals 

and worked on walks.  People do not realize how hard it is to change something as 
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integral as the way you walk…and then make it look and feel completely natural.  It was 

a tight time frame to get it ready, but we managed it in the end.” 

 One of the most intrinsic things that the actors changed for their walks was their 

center of gravity.  “When we sit on two legs, our center of gravity is completely balanced 

and in the middle,” shares Elliott.  “To release the weight from one leg to take a step, we 

lean backwards slightly, which releases our weight to put the other leg forward.  Our 

center of gravity is continually and very minutely going backwards and forwards.”   

This was quite different among the taller and shorter actors.  Says Elliott: “Our 

doubles had a whole different way of walking.  Their legs are shorter, and they don’t 

have the same distance our principals do in which to achieve that.  So they change their 

center of gravity from side to side, which creates a natural twist in their walk.”   

 It was quite a new experience for our new band of dwarves.  “We had to go to 

dwarf college,” recounts Frost.  “Peter Elliott, who is one of the best movement coaches 

in the world, trained us to walk in a particular way for what seemed like weeks and 

weeks.  There was a joke amongst the dwarves on set.  You’d just hear someone cry out 

‘small steps,’ which is exactly what Peter shouted at us constantly for weeks while hitting 

us with bamboo.” 

 

Clothing the Dwarves 

 Once the principals and doubles had been through prosthetics, hair or wig 

application and makeup, they were finally ready to get into costume.  “The dwarves were 

one of the main challenges for me, as each of those characters had a personality,” says 

Atwood.  “Mathematically it was simple because it was all about proportion, but if I 

managed to get the head-and-shoulders ratio right between a principal and his double, I 

couldn’t make the body thing work.  We ended up using body suits on some of the actors 

and doubles to make the bodies correspond, and then exaggerated the dwarf quality in the 

principal actor.”   

 The body suits had to be specifically designed to re-create the body shape of each 

principal actor and his double.  Indeed, they were intended to change the methodology of 

the actor.  The costume design became an incredibly important part of the technicalities 
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behind the suit design, which can appear to lower the crotch and change the shapes of the 

arms, legs and body.   

 Even though this story exists in a fantastical world, it was still grounded in a time 

period that one could believe.  From the beginning of preproduction, Atwood 

collaborated with Sanders, prosthetics and the hair and makeup teams to achieve this feat.  

The costume designer says: “Rupert talked to us all about how he wanted Snow White 

and the Huntsman to be a bit edgier than just a fairy tale.”   

 If you look close enough, you’ll notice that Atwood subtly incorporated the 

characters’ personalities into the costumes.  “Duir and Coll are the buddy trailblazers,” 

explains Atwood.  “They have a rustic frontier, so we needed to give them weapons.  

Muir and Quert have a more demure, spiritual side to them.  Nion is outgoing and 

comedic, and then we have the salty dogs, Beith and Gort.  The concept was that all of 

these guys are magpies, they steal and stash treasure all over the woodlands, but also 

carry a bit of bling under their coats.”  

 

Mirror Man and Enchanting Creatures: 

Additional VFX of the Epic 

 

 The dwarves were not the only characters upon which several department heads 

had to collaborate.  While Sanders likes to keep as much of his shooting in camera as 

possible, there are many things that need the helping hand of visual effects wizardry to 

enhance and elevate a character or scene.  To create Sanders’ vision of the world we see 

in Snow White and the Huntsman, the director and executive producer Borders enlisted 

the help of eight accomplished vendors from across the globe.  

Visual effects producer Thompson discusses what drew her to such a massive 

labor of love: “I remember my first meeting on this film was with Rupert and Cedric 

Nicolas-Troyan about the tone poem that Rupert wanted to put together.  It was a sales 

tool in a sense, but it wowed the studio because it was a great tonal guide and an insight 

to what Rupert wanted to achieve.  Honestly, it was amazing.  It really excited me about 

the movie and whilst I had planned to just prep the movie, I found that I couldn’t stop 

working on it because it just blew me away.”   
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 Given her time frame, it was important for Thompson’s team to have different 

vendors concentrate on each area.  They were able to divide up the work fairly easily, as 

the film naturally splits by characters and areas of expertise from different houses—all 

picked because of their reputations for being top of their game.  These included such 

work as the creation of the dwarves, the Enchanted Forest creatures, the good fairies, the 

dark fairies, set extensions, face replacements, character aging and transformations and, 

of course, the Mirror Man.   

 Under the supervision of VFX supervisors Nicolas-Troyan and PHILIP 

BRENNAN, the houses achieved the following: Rhythm & Hues accomplished work on 

the dwarves, Enchanted Forest creatures, CG good fairies, CG bridge troll, CG magpies 

and CG ravens; Double Negative Visual Effects helped to create Dark Forest creatures 

(including dark fairies) and the intricate shard visual effects when Ravenna’s Shadow 

Army splinters; Pixomondo worked to create Ravenna’s Shadow Army, as well as 

assisted with crowd duplications and set extensions; The Mill developed the Mirror Man; 

BlueBolt crafted King Magnus’ castle (and the castle it becomes under Ravenna’s rule), 

as well as coordinated set extensions, digital matte paintings and CG fireballs during 

Ravenna’s attack on an advancing army; BaseBlack conducted digital matte paintings 

and set extensions; Lola VFX helped to imagine the dwarves, coordinated Ravenna’s face 

aging and face replacements and VFX of Snow White in her frozen state; and Hydraulx 

created CG swords and conducted work on Ravenna’s transformations. 

 Within Ravenna’s mirror chamber is the iconic magic mirror resting against the 

wall.  This cherished-but-cursed relic has, over time, grown to become a physical entity.  

Ravenna is so obsessed with her own image that the mirror reflects a manifestation of her 

soul and her dark subconscious.  Indeed, it allows the mirror to reveal what Ravenna truly 

has become.  The mirror tells her what her subconscious knows and reveals a truth that 

she lets no other person witness.   

 The inspiration for Sanders’ Mirror Man was a sculpture called “Face-Off” by the 

talented London-based Irish artist KEVIN FRANCIS GRAY.  “As we needed to capture 

Ravenna’s reflection in it on the camera, we had to create a fake standing Mirror Man so 

that she could see herself in it,” explains Nicolas-Troyan. “It’s entirely computer 

generated by a team at The Mill, and he’s never fully solid and never fully liquid.  That 
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was on purpose to reflect Ravenna’s character that is always changing…and not 

necessarily in a good way.” 

For the Mirror Man scenes, Theron actually acted opposite a figure with a RED 

camera built into it so that it could record what her reflection would look like during the 

actual scene.  At the same time the voice of the Mirror Man (CHRIS OBI) was just off set 

feeding lines to the actress. 

So, does the Mirror Man actually exist?  Is Ravenna the only person who sees 

him?  Sanders and the producers would like for the audience to believe what they choose 

to believe.   

The eight houses weren’t the only ones with tricks up their sleeves.  Special 

effects are stamped all over the film, especially in the wintery world of Ravenna’s 

creation.  For example, for the drops of blood spilled upon the snow by Snow White’s 

mother, Sanders thought the fake blood looked too fake.  An easy solution?  The director 

had the FX guys actually draw his own blood to use as the blood that appears on the 

snowy land. 

 

Dark Castles and 800-Year-Old Oaks: 

Set Design and Locations 

 

 The world in which Snow White lives was designed and created by The Bourne 

Supremacy’s Dominic Watkins, almost entirely on sets at Pinewood Studios in 

Buckinghamshire in the U.K.  It was important for Sanders to have physical sets to shoot 

on, a rare treat for cast and crew who work on many productions that rely on huge green-

screen stages to re-create their biggest sets.   

 As one might imagine, production was massive.  Commends Sanders of his 

production designer’s work: “Dom did an incredible job with the amount of sets we had.  

We’d laugh at the amounts of work.  Every weekend, there would be another three or 

four sets he’d have to build.  Pinewood became like a maze from above.  You’d walk 

through Hammond’s castle and go into Ravenna’s castle. You’d walk through that onto 

the troll bridge.  While the troll bridge was being remade into the icy waste, there would 
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be a village there.  Everything was literally stacked in.  Dom had an incredible time 

trying to manage that financially, creatively and practically.  It was huge.” 

 Of the 23 or so sets built at Pinewood, the most massive was the impressive royal 

castle, once belonging to King Magnus before Ravenna usurped his rule, killed him and 

drained life from the kingdom.  The foreboding castle was built in an auto park by the 

entrance to Pinewood Studios, dominating the skyline for the 24 weeks it took to create 

and the four weeks it was used for filming.   

“It was our biggest single spend and the first set we had to crack on with, as it was 

a design bolted into the concept of the castle interior and exterior,” says supervising art 

director DAVE WARREN.  “Dominic and Rupert had the concept in mind that the castle 

could only be approached by a causeway from a beach, and we found a beautiful beach 

with an island on a rocky isthmus peninsula…so the design of the castle grew.”  

The beach Warren references is Marloes Sands in Pembrokeshire in Wales, where 

the main unit spent an entire week filming Stewart as Snow White, Hemsworth as the 

Huntsman and their rallied troops during an epic battle.  These beach scenes played out 

against a stunning background.  The rocks on the beach are unique in the manner in 

which they tilt, so the art department “squeezed” some of the rocks to form a mold.  This 

technique allowed them to re-create the look on the castle interior at Pinewood.    

An explanation of the technique: To squeeze, the area required was painted with 

layers of silicone and a layer of material similar to netting; this was then allowed to set.  

This mold was backed with plaster or foam for support and transported to the workshop 

at Pinewood Studios.  The silicone mold was then used to re-create the desired shape or 

texture.  Other squeezes include Tretower Village stone and slate, wall texture at a local 

church in Iver and the columns at St. Bartholomew’s Church in London.   

More than 2,000 square feet of plaster stonework (polystyrene) and 700 sheets of 

various textured rocks were used to create both castles on the Pinewood back lot: King 

Magnus’ and the castle that belongs to Duke Hammond. 

 The royal castle goes through various stages over time.  During Magnus’ reign, 

colorful flags donned the walls, courtiers are dressed in bright colors, trees blossom and 

flowers bloom.  After his untimely demise, the castle was redecorated to Ravenna’s dark 

standards.  Thoroughly black and as toxic as the heart that beats inside of the wicked 
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Queen, the grounds are covered in dead vines and the walls are bedecked with torn and 

ragged blood-red flags.   

 The vines used to decorate the sets we find during Ravenna’s reign are called 

liana vines.  They were grown in Malaysia especially for the production and were 

shipped over to the U.K. for use during filming—ultimately delivered to Pinewood in a 

40-foot sea container. 

 Due to the unpredictable nature of every shooting schedule, the art department 

had to change the look of the castle several times.  In order to complete Sanders’ required 

shots, they went from the Magnus-to-Ravenna look to the Ravenna-to-Magnus look 

during production.  Each transformation took an incredibly short amount of time (only 

two and a half days) for the department to accomplish the complex transitions.  Naturally, 

it required a good deal of working around the clock for a quick turnaround.    

To give the reader an idea of the amount of prep work that went into the set 

design and eventual build, here are some staggering statistics.  Approximately 15,000 

artificial apple blossoms were used to cover an apple tree in the castle courtyard.   Almost 

60,000 hog rings were used to attach the blossoms to this tree.  More than 1,500 trees, 

ranging in height from three to ten meters, were incorporated into the production.  All of 

these trees have been used as part of the Black Park Forestry Program to restore the park 

to its prewar period.  Approximately 3,000 faux floor slabs were produced, and the tree in 

the Enchanted Forest was constructed of 2,317 individual steel pieces. 

Mercer was moved by Sanders’ fascinating decisions.  The producer commends: 

“Rupert’s approach to the film design is that everything is just slightly enhanced or 

slightly taken into that fairy-tale zone.  Just so it doesn’t feel too common and too 

familiar, yet it still put you in the right place and mood.  For instance, scale was really 

important to him.  It’s not like Snow White or the Huntsman just go by any tree: they 

walk by a 200-foot tree.  It’s not just that the branches are normal.  The branches are 

creepy and make Snow White’s journey through the forest edgy and creepy.  It pushes 

our reactionary zone up just a little bit further—making us more on edge.” 

 In addition to constructing Duke Hammond’s castle on the back lot, production 

designer Watkins, art director Warren and their teams set about building the royal village, 

which was originally penciled to be shot on location in Wales.  Due to logistics, to set 
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decorating needs for various stages and to allow for more control over the shoot, a village 

had to be constructed.  As with the castle, the village goes through two stages during the 

two reigns.  Magnus’ village is a brightly colored, prosperous community, whereas 

Ravenna’s is a torched, ruined and run-down dwelling with a feeling of the crepuscular 

hour. 

On a lighter note, the straw that was used in Snow White and the Huntsman is an 

ancient variety, grown especially for thatching roofs in Somerset.  It was harvested in the 

traditional fashion using 1920s machinery.  Humorously, the local pigeons discovered the 

thatching on the village set and descended to Pinewood, en masse, at about 5:10 p.m. to 

feast on the corn heads. 

 While the superior set designs of Watkins wowed those who laid eyes upon them, 

his team’s ability to turn a scrap of land, a clearing in the marshes or a normal part of the 

forest into something quite spectacular is unparalleled.  They morphed familiar shooting 

locations into unrecognizable and beautiful set pieces.  Who could have guessed that two 

mounds of earth on the back lot at Pinewood could become a troll bridge, or that a 

formerly dull, green part of parkland could transmogrify into the Enchanted Forest? 

Several locations were used for both the Enchanted Forest and the Dark Forest 

including Bears Rails in Windsor Great Park, the Queen’s backyard.  Roth acknowledges 

that he was amazed by how they were able to capture the scenes.  He notes: “We shot the 

Enchanted Forest on the Queen’s land.  It’s a beautiful area behind Windsor Castle, and 

the deer and elk that roam there can be traced to Henry V.  We shot around trees that are 

centuries old.” 

Bears Rails was chosen for its ancient wood pasture, which is full of 800-year-old 

oak trees, mainly used for ship building in days long gone.  Burnham Beeches, Langley 

Park and a filming regular, Black Park (adjacent to Pinewood Studios), also formed part 

of the journey through Sanctuary and the Dark Forest.  Additionally, a familiar location, 

Bourne Woods, played host to the epic battle scene at the beginning of our story when 

King Magnus rescues Ravenna…only to be betrayed the next day by the eternal beauty. 

**** 

 Universal Pictures presents a Roth Films production: Snow White and the 

Huntsman, starring Kristen Stewart, Charlize Theron, Chris Hemsworth, Sam Claflin, Ian 
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McShane, Bob Hoskins, Ray Winstone, Nick Frost, Toby Jones.  The music is by James 

Newton Howard, and the costume designer is Colleen Atwood.  The epic action-

adventure’s editors are Conrad Buff, ACE, Neil Smith.  Snow White and the Huntsman’s 

production designer is Dominic Watkins, and its director of photography is Greig Fraser.  

The film’s executive producers are Palak Patel, Gloria Borders.  It is produced by Joe 

Roth, Sam Mercer.  The screen story is by Evan Daugherty, and the screenplay is by 

Evan Daugherty and John Lee Hancock and Hossein Amini.  The film is directed by 

Rupert Sanders.  © 2012 Universal Studios.  www.snowwhiteandthehuntsmanmovie.com   

 

ABOUT THE CAST 

  

 KRISTEN STEWART (Snow White) will soon be seen on the big screen in 

Walter Salles’ On the Road, based on the Jack Kerouac novel.  Stewart is recognizable 

around the world for her role as Bella Swan, the human girl who falls in love with a 

vampire in Twilight, The Twilight Saga: New Moon, The Twilight Saga: Eclipse, The 

Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn—Part 1 as well as in the upcoming The Twilight Saga: 

Breaking Dawn—Part 2, which will be released in November 2012.  

 Stewart recently starred as Joan Jett in The Runaways, the rock ’n’ roll biopic of 

the 1970s all-girl band.   She starred in n the independent film Welcome to the Rileys, 

opposite James Gandolfini and Melissa Leo, which was nominated for the Grand Jury 

Prize at the 2010 Sundance Film Festival. 

 Stewart was introduced to worldwide audiences with her outstanding performance 

alongside Jodie Foster in Panic Room.  She starred in Adventureland, opposite Jesse 

Eisenberg, for director Greg Mottola; the independent film The Yellow Handkerchief, 

alongside William Hurt and Maria Bello; and The Cake Eaters, for director Mary Stuart 

Masterson.  She gave a memorable portrayal as Tracy Tatro in director Sean Penn’s Into 

the Wild, in which she also performs two songs, including one that she wrote. 

 Her additional film credits include Jumper, What Just Happened, In the Land of 

Women, The Messengers, Zathura: A Space Adventure, Speak, Fierce People, Catch That 

Kid, Undertow, Cold Creek Manor and The Safety of Objects. 

 Stewart resides in Los Angeles. 

http://www.snowwhiteandthehuntsmanmovie.com/
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Oscar
®
-winner CHARLIZE THERON (Ravenna) is one of the great actresses of 

our time.  With her ability to capture a plethora of characters, she relentlessly demands 

the audience’s full attention as soon as she appears on screen.  The South African native 

is continuously praised and admired for her inspiring and powerful performances.  

Theron captivated audiences as female serial killer Aileen Wuornos in the 2003 

independent gem Monster.  Theron received an Independent Spirit Award, a Critics’ 

Choice Movie Award, a Golden Globe, a Screen Actors Guild (SAG) Award, a San 

Francisco Film Critics Circle Award, a New York Film Critics Online Award, a 

Southeastern Film Critics Award, a Breakthrough Performance award from the National 

Board of Review and an Academy Award
®
 for her emotionally devastating performance 

in the film.   

Theron recently starred in Jason Reitman’s dark comedy Young Adult, for which 

she earned a 2012 Golden Globe nomination for Best Performance by an Actress in a 

Motion Picture—Comedy or Musical.  She will next star in Ridley Scott’s Prometheus.  

This summer, she will begin shooting Warner Bros.’ Mad Max: Fury Road, to be directed 

by George Miller. 

In 2008, Theron starred in Guillermo Arriaga’s directorial debut, The Burning 

Plain, in which she played Sylvia, a woman who is forced to take an emotional journey to 

rid herself of a sin from her past.  Theron produced the film and starred alongside Kim 

Basinger. 

Also in 2008, Theron starred alongside Will Smith and Jason Bateman in the 

action comedy Hancock, which was the third highest-grossing film that year.  

Theron starred opposite Frances McDormand and Sissy Spacek in the 2005 drama 

North Country, for director Niki Caro.  Based on the real-life story of a group of women 

coal miners and the hostile work environment they faced on a daily basis, North Country 

received great praise.  Theron earned nominations for a Golden Globe, a SAG Award, a 

Critics’ Choice Movie Award and an Oscar
®
 for her performance as Josey Aimes. 

Theron also captivated audiences in HBO’s The Life and Death of Peter Sellers, 

in which she starred opposite Geoffrey Rush.  For her performance, she received Best 

Supporting Actress nominations at the Golden Globe Awards and the Emmy Awards, and 

a Best Actress nomination at the SAG Awards. 
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In addition to having produced The Burning Plain through her production 

company Denver and Delilah, Theron is developing and executive producing an HBO 

series called Mind Hunter, with director David Fincher. 

Moviegoers were first introduced to Theron’s seductive charm in her feature film 

debut, MGM’s 2 Days in the Valley.  The film also starred James Spader, Eric Stoltz and 

Jeff Daniels.  She was also seen co-starring alongside Al Pacino and Keanu Reeves in 

The Devil’s Advocate; with Tom Hanks in That Thing You Do!; and in Jonathan Lynn’s 

Trial and Error.  She also starred in Woody Allen’s Celebrity and in Mighty Joe Young, 

with Bill Paxton.  In 1999, she starred in the Oscar
®
-nominated The Cider House Rules 

and in New Line Cinema’s The Astronaut’s Wife, with Johnny Depp.  In 2000, the much-

in-demand Theron tackled back-to-back roles in Robert Redford’s The Legend of Bagger 

Vance, with Will Smith and Matt Damon; Fox 2000’s Men of Honor, with Robert De 

Niro and Cuba Gooding, Jr.; John Frankenheimer’s Reindeer Games, with Ben Affleck; 

and Miramax’s The Yards, co-starring Mark Wahlberg, Joaquin Phoenix, James Caan and 

Faye Dunaway. 

In 2001, Theron illuminated the screen in the Warner Bros. tearjerker Sweet 

November, alongside Keanu Reeves, and in Woody Allen’s The Curse of the Jade 

Scorpion, co-starring Helen Hunt, Dan Aykroyd and David Ogden Stiers.  In fall 2002, 

Theron starred opposite Patrick Swayze, Natasha Richardson and Billy Bob Thornton in 

Waking Up in Reno and starred alongside Kevin Bacon, Courtney Love, Stuart 

Townsend, Pruitt Taylor Vince and Dakota Fanning in Trapped, directed by Luis 

Mandoki.  

 

Australian actor CHRIS HEMSWORTH (The Huntsman), who played the title 

role in Kenneth Branagh’s highly anticipated and well received film version of the 

Marvel comic book “Thor,” has become one of the most sought-after actors in 

Hollywood.  This spring, he reprises the role of Thor in The Avengers, alongside Robert 

Downey, Jr., Samuel L. Jackson and Scarlett Johansson. 

Hemsworth is currently shooting the lead role in Ron Howard’s drama Rush, in 

which he plays British Formula 1 driver James Hunt.  He recently starred in the Joss 
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Whedon-scripted The Cabin in the Woods and also stars in Dan Bradley’s upcoming 

remake of Red Dawn, in the role originated by Patrick Swayze. 

Hemsworth made his U.S. film debut in J.J. Abrams’ Star Trek, playing the 

pivotal role of George Kirk alongside Chris Pine and Zoe Saldana.  He also starred in 

Relativity Media/Rogue Pictures’ A Perfect Getaway, opposite Timothy Olyphant. 

Hemsworth was born and raised in Australia.  He supports the Australian 

Childhood Foundation. 

 

 Since graduating from the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art 

(LAMDA) in 2009, SAM CLAFLIN (William) has worked on a number of prestigious 

projects.  He was most recently seen on the big screen as Philip, the youthful missionary 

and romantic lead in Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides.  In the film, Claflin 

starred alongside a stellar cast, including Johnny Depp, Penélope Cruz and Geoffrey 

Rush.   

 Claflin has also starred in outstanding television projects.  He is currently starring 

in the BBC’s White Heat, a new epic drama that charts the lives of seven friends from 

1965 to the present day.  In this semiautobiographical series scripted by award-winning 

writer Paula Milne, Claflin stars alongside Claire Foy, Reece Ritchie and MyAnna 

Buring.  He recently starred alongside David Tennant, Dougray Scott and Jack O’Connell 

in the BBC telefilm United, directed by James Strong.  Claflin played the talented 

footballer Duncan Edwards in the tragic story of the Munich air crash of 1958, which 

killed and injured several of Manchester United team members.   

 In 2010, Claflin was seen on our television screens in the Channel 4 hit miniseries 

The Pillars of the Earth, based on Ken Follett’s novel of the same name.  In this drama, 

Claflin played the character Richard alongside Eddie Redmayne, Hayley Atwell and Ian 

McShane.  Claflin also starred in Channel 4’s critically acclaimed adaptation of William 

Boyd’s “Any Human Heart,” which recently won a BAFTA for Best Drama Serial.  He 

played the younger version of the lead character, Logan Mountstuart, sharing the role 

with Jim Broadbent and Matthew Macfadyen.  The impressive cast also included Kim 

Cattrall, Gillian Anderson and Tom Hollander.  Claflin also appeared in The Lost Future, 
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a sci-fi adventure in which he played the character Kaleb, alongside Sean Bean and 

Annabelle Wallis.  

 While he was enrolled at LAMDA, Claflin’s theater credits included the role of 

Mr. Dorimant in The Man of Mode; the title role in Tommy; Silvius in As You Like It; and 

Davey in Love Is. 

 

With his portrayals of bad guys, scoundrels and thieves a lawless saloon owner to 

the sexiest of beastly British mobsters, award-winning actor IAN MCSHANE (Beith) 

has, time and again, captured the public’s attention.  People magazine has named him 

“TV’s Sexiest Villain,” and GQ selected him as one its Men of the Year, describing his 

depiction of Deadwood’s Al Swearengen as “infectious” and “darkly irresistible.”  

Classically trained, with a voice like none other, McShane has a range for rogues and 

other multifaceted characters on television, on the silver screen, on the boards and as a 

voice-over artist. 

Next spring, McShane will leave his dark side behind to play the good King 

Brahmwell, opposite Ewan McGregor, in New Line Cinema’s Jack the Giant Killer, 

directed by Bryan Singer. 

 Last summer, McShane starred opposite Johnny Depp as the fearsome pirate 

Blackbeard in Disney’s billion-dollar blockbuster Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger 

Tides.  Highlights of his previous film roles can be seen in the darkly perverse 44 Inch 

Chest, which he also starred in and produced, and Woody Allen’s Scoop.  McShane was 

singled out for his portrayal of the twisted and handsome Teddy Bass in the cult indie 

hit Sexy Beast, a performance that prompted one London critic to name McShane “the 

King of Cool.”  McShane’s earlier breakout parts include the game-playing Anthony in 

the 1973 cult favorite The Last of Sheila; as Wolfe Lissner in Villain; as Fred C. Dobbs in 

Pussycat Pussycat, I Love You; and ladies’ man Charlie Cartwright in 1969’s If It’s 

Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium. 

 In addition to his screen work, McShane has also made his mark as a voice-over 

artist.  His dulcet tones narrated The Sorcerer’s Apprentice and brought life to the 

eccentric magician Mr. Sergei Alexander Bobinsky in Coraline and the sinister Tai 
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Lung in Kung Fu Panda.  He also lent his rich, resonant voice to The Golden Compass 

and to Shrek the Third as the devilish Captain Hook. 

 McShane has also enjoyed a long and diverse career on both British and 

American television.  Most recently, he appeared in 2010’s Emmy-nominated The Pillars 

of the Earth as the conniving Waleran Bigod, for which he received a Golden Globe 

nomination for Best Performance by an Actor in a Miniseries or Motion Picture Made for 

Television, and in NBC’s Kings as the ruthless King Silas Benjamin.  In 2004, McShane 

exploded onto the small screen as Al Swearengen on HBO’s Deadwood, for which he 

earned a Golden Globe Award for Best Performance by an Actor in a Television Series—

Drama.  His charismatic and alluring performance also garnered him Emmy and Screen 

Actors Guild Award nominations for Lead Actor. 

 Early in his television career, McShane formed McShane Productions and 

produced the lauded Lovejoy, for the BBC and A&E, in which he starred in the title role 

as the lovable rogue antiques dealer, and directed several of its episodes.  Fans of this 

beloved series, which originally ran in 1986, spanned the continents and made their 

voices heard: They successfully brought back Lovejoy by popular demand, and the series 

aired again from 1991 to 1994.  McShane also made strong and memorable appearances 

in the U.S. on Dallas and in the saga War and Remembrance. 

 Additionally, McShane played Sejanus in the miniseries A.D.; the eponymous role 

of Benjamin Disraeli in Masterpiece Theatre’s Disraeli: Portrait of a Romantic; and 

Judas in NBC’s Jesus of Nazareth.  He was also featured in the U.S. landmark 

blockbuster miniseries Roots and brought pathos to the disabled Ken Harrison in Whose 

Life Is it Anyway?  McShane was the smoldering Heathcliff in Wuthering Heights and 

appeared in Harold Pinter’s Emmy Award-winning The Caretaker. 

 McShane is also an accomplished and award-winning stage actor.  In 2008, he 

celebrated two anniversaries: the 40
th

-anniversary revival of Harold Pinter’s The 

Homecoming on Broadway and the 40
th

 anniversary of his own Broadway debut.  He 

made his musical debut in the West End production of The Witches of Eastwick as the 

devilish Darryl Van Horne.  In Los Angeles, he starred in a trio of productions at The 

Matrix Theatre Company: The world premiere of Larry Atlas’ Yield of the Long Bond, 

Inadmissible Evidence (for which he received a 1984 Los Angeles Drama Critics’ Circle 
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Award) and Betrayal.  His other onstage work includes the role of Hal in the original cast 

of Joe Orton’s Loot; Crichton in The Admirable Crichton at the Chichester Festival 

Theatre; Tom in The Glass Menagerie; and Charlie in The Big Knife.  In 1967, McShane 

made his West End debut in The Promise, co-starring with Dame Judi Dench and Sir Ian 

McKellen.  The play was brought to Broadway in 1968. 

 Born in Blackburn, Lancashire, England, to parents Irene and Harry McShane, the 

latter a soccer player for Manchester United, McShane originally planned to follow in his 

father’s footballer steps until his high-school teacher encouraged him to be an actor.  

McShane landed a spot at the prestigious Royal Academy of Dramatic Art; just before his 

graduation, he got his first break, playing the lead role in the 1962 film The Wild and the 

Willing.  He later revealed that he had told his acting teacher that he had a dentist’s 

appointment, and ditched class to audition for the role. 

 

Accomplished, self-taught, award-winning and extraordinary, BOB HOSKINS 

(Muir) is the quintessential “actor’s actor.”  His versatility allows him to segue 

effortlessly between theater, film and television projects.  Not content to work only in 

front of the camera, he also has several filmmaker credits on his esteemed résumé. 

 Hoskins was born on October 26, 1942, in Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, where his 

mother had been relocated as a result of the Blitz.  The young Hoskins left school at 15 

but took with him a passion for language, literature and the theater.  As a regular 

theatergoer, the boy had dreamed of a stage-acting career, but before that could be 

realized, he had to support himself with a series of odd jobs.  

 Serendipitously, Hoskins accompanied a friend to an audition where he was 

mistaken for one of the hopeful actors vying for a part.  A script hastily in hand, a shove 

to the stage, and he got the part, quickly acquiring an agent in the process.  After some 

stage success, he began to acquire television roles in such series as Villains and Thick as 

Thieves, along with smaller roles in such films as John Byrum’s Inserts (opposite Richard 

Dreyfuss) and Richard Lester’s Royal Flash.    

 Hoskins’ breakthrough role was as Arthur Parker, the doomed sheet-music 

salesman with an imaginary life set to popular tunes, in Dennis Potter’s now-iconic 

British miniseries Pennies From Heaven.  Pennies From Heaven received 10 BAFTA 

http://pro.imdb.com/name/nm0693259/
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nominations, including one for Hoskins for Best Actor.  The show won the award for 

Most Original Programme/Series and was remade into the feature film starring Steve 

Martin.   

 A series of high-profile and successful films followed, beginning with his lead 

role (and true motion-picture debut) in 1980’s The Long Good Friday, opposite Helen 

Mirren.  He also starred in Francis Ford Coppola’s The Cotton Club, Terry Gilliam’s 

Brazil and Neil Jordan’s sleeper hit Mona Lisa.  Hoskins’ work in Mona Lisa as George, 

a career criminal who becomes the protector of a high-priced call girl, netted him an 

Academy Award
® 

Best Actor nomination, along with Best Actor awards from the Cannes 

Film Festival, the Golden Globes, BAFTA and multiple film critics’ associations.   

 Hoskins continued to work in a series of prestigious and popular projects, in both 

feature film and television, including the features Who Framed Roger Rabbit (which 

garnered him another Golden Globe nomination), Mermaids, Hook, Nixon, Felicia’s 

Journey and Enemy at the Gates; the series Flickers; and the telefilms Othello, The 

Beggar’s Opera and Mussolini and I.   

 Hoskins’ career continues to impress with turns in both big-budget and 

independent films, including Will; Made in Dagenham; Doomsday; Shane Meadows’ 

Twenty Four Seven; Des McAnuff’s Cousin Bette; Fred Schepisi’s Last Orders, a 

National Board of Review winner for Best Acting by an Ensemble; Wayne Wang’s Maid 

in Manhattan; Mira Nair’s Vanity Fair; Stephen Frears’ Mrs. Henderson Presents, for 

which Hoskins received another Golden Globe nomination; and Allen Coulter’s 

Hollywoodland.  His more recent television work includes The Street, Pinocchio, The 

Wind in the Willows, The Good Pope, David Copperfield, Don Quixote and The Lost 

World. 

 Behind the camera, Hoskins wrote and directed the compelling film The Raggedy 

Rawney, in which he also starred.  He also directed and starred in the family comedy 

Rainbow, and directed episodes for the series Tales From the Crypt and Tube Tales.    
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RAY WINSTONE’s (Gort) most memorable film credits include Scum, 

Quadrophenia, Sexy Beast and Nil by Mouth, for which he won a British Independent 

Film Award for Best Performance by a British Actor in an Independent Film and was 

nominated for a BAFTA.  He has worked with some of the most distinguished directors 

in the industry, including Anthony Minghella (in Cold Mountain and Breaking and 

Entering), Martin Scorsese (in The Departed and Hugo), Robert Zemeckis (in Beowulf) 

and Steven Spielberg (in Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull).  

Winstone’s television credits include the award-winning Henry VIII and Vincent 

(Granada/ITV), the latter for which he won an International Emmy Award for Best 

Performance by an Actor.  His recent credits include the three-part BBC drama Great 

Expectations, as the character Abel Magwitch, and The Sweeney, as the character Jack 

Regan.  He also starred in Elfie Hopkins for his production company, Size 9 Productions; 

the film is scheduled for release later this year. 

In 2007, Winstone received The Richard Harris Award, for outstanding 

contribution by an actor to British film, at the British Independent Film Awards. 

 

NICK FROST (Nion) first came to prominence as the gun-mad character Mike 

Watt in Channel 4’s Spaced.  Since then, Frost has become one of the U.K.’s most 

sought-after actors.  He earned a nomination for Most Promising Newcomer from the 

British Independent Film Awards for his role in the cult zombie movie Shaun of the 

Dead, starring opposite Simon Pegg.  Frost again starred with Pegg in the hugely 

successful hit comedy Hot Fuzz.  Frost’s other film credits include Kinky Boots, 

Penelope, Wild Child and Pirate Radio. 

 Frost demonstrated his acting credentials in the BBC’s adaptation of Martin 

Amis’ best seller “Money.”  Amis added his voice to the critical approval Frost garnered 

for the role.  Frost has also appeared in the Channel 4 sitcom Black Books, with Dylan 

Moran and Bill Bailey, and hosted the Channel 5 series Danger! 50,000 Zombies! and 

Danger! Incoming Attack!  He was the lead in Hyperdrive, a sci-fi comedy series for 

BBC Two, and starred in two seasons of Man Stroke Woman.  

 The year 2011 saw the release of Paul, written by and starring Frost and Simon 

Pegg, which debuted at the top of the U.K. box office.  Following Paul, Frost appeared as 
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Ron in Joe Cornish’s Attack the Block.  Frost’s next performance was as Thomson, one-

half of the identical Scotland Yard detectives (opposite Pegg’s Thompson), in Steven 

Spielberg and Peter Jackson’s The Adventures of Tintin. 

 This year, Frost will be heard in the fourth installment of the Ice Age franchise, 

Ice Age: Continental Drift. 

  

 TOBY JONES (Cole) is currently filming Serena, starring opposite Bradley 

Cooper and Jennifer Lawrence for director Susanne Bier.  He recently filmed a lead role 

The Girl, a BBC/HBO co-production in which he stars as Alfred Hitchcock, co-starring 

Sienna Miller and directed by Julian Jarrold.  

 Jones can currently be seen in Lionsgate’s The Hunger Games, directed by Gary 

Ross, and the ITV miniseries Titanic.  He will next be seen in the independent films Red 

Lights, opposite Robert De Niro and Sigourney Weaver, for director Rodrigo Cortés, and 

Berberian Sound Studio, for director Peter Strickland.  

  Jones was very recently seen in Tomas Alfredson’s Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy, 

opposite Gary Oldman and Colin Firth, and Marvel Studios’ Captain America: The First 

Avenger, directed by Joe Johnston.  He also starred in Steven Spielberg’s The Adventures 

of Tintin, Simon Curtis’ My Week With Marilyn and Dustin Lance Black’s Virginia.  He 

also voiced the role of Dobby the House-Elf in the Harry Potter film franchise.   

 Jones’ other credits include Jon Amiel’s Creation, Oliver Stone’s W., Ron 

Howard’s Frost/Nixon and Douglas McGrath’s Infamous, in which he gave a critically 

acclaimed performance as Truman Capote, opposite Sigourney Weaver, Gwyneth 

Paltrow and Sandra Bullock, for Warner Independent Pictures. 

 

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 

 

 RUPERT SANDERS’ (Directed by) unique balance of epic vision and 

immaculate detail has made him one of the most sought-after, decorated commercial 

directors in the business.  Shortly after joining MJZ in 2005, Sanders directed the epic 

commercial “Joy,” which launched Xbox 360.  The visually stunning story was told with 

vast visual sophistication and a fair amount of movie magic, all of which he achieved on 
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camera.  Later that year, Sanders received a Directors Guild of America (DGA) Award 

nomination for Outstanding Directorial Achievement in Commercials for “Joy” and the 

Adidas commercial “Made to Perfection.”  The nomination is an honor for any director, 

especially for one still so early in his career.  

 In 2008, Sanders followed up this success by sweeping the Clio Awards, the 

Andy Awards, the Addy Awards, the AICP Awards and the D&AD Awards, as well as 

awards at the Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity for his Halo 3 

commercials and work for Puma, Nike, Nokia, Sears and Toyota.  In addition to bringing 

home an Integrated Grand Prix Award and a Grand Prix Film Award at Cannes Lions for 

his Halo 3 “Believe” diorama commercial, the spot was named one of Boards magazine’s 

Top 10 Spots of the Decade.  The Visual Effects Society (VES) noticed Sanders’ artful 

evolution into computer-generated effects and honored production company New Deal 

Studios with VES Award nomination for Outstanding Models or Miniatures in a 

Broadcast Program or Commercial for the Halo 3 diorama.  That same year, his work on 

Travelers Insurance’s “Delivery,” Nike Jordan Brand’s “Clock Tower” and 

Monster.com’s “Legs” garnered him his second nomination for the coveted DGA Award. 

 In 2009, Sanders took on the ambitious challenge of achieving a one-shot take, 

projection dance extravaganza for Puma’s “L.I.F.T.” commercial.  He achieved the 

theatrical installationlike light show entirely on camera, a feat involving 12 Wi-Fi-linked 

10,000 and 5,500 lumen front-screen projectors that cast panoramas onto every possible 

surface of a constructed set, without crossing beams or hitting the dancers.  The various 

images had to synchronize with one another, as well as the music and the narrative 

choreography.  To say the job had a lot of moving parts is an understatement.  That same 

year, he helmed “The Spark” for Adidas, an epic commercial shot in a pulp-noir graphic-

novel style, and received an AICP award for Nike Jordan Brand’s “Field Generals.”  

Sanders also received a third DGA Award nomination. 

 In 2010, Sanders’ collaboration with Xbox for Halo 3: ODST’s “The Life,” which 

captures, with subjective intensity, the life of a soldier from being enlistment to training 

to combat, won four AICP Awards and four Clios.  At the 2010 Cannes Lions 

International Festival of Creativity, “The Life” won a Gold Lion for Cinematography, a 

Silver Lion for Direction and a Bronze Lion in the category of Entertainment and 
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Leisure, and it was also shortlisted for Best Use of Music and Production Design.  

Sanders also won a Bronze Lion for Editing for Nike Jordan Brand’s “Break to 

Build/Slap” spot and his spot “Captivity” for Activision’s X-Men: Origins was shortlisted 

in the editing category.  

 Some directors bring their vivid, creative imaginations to their work, while others 

are relied upon for their meticulous preparation and to ensure that large-scale projects 

come in on time and on budget.  Sanders is the type of director who does both.  His even-

keeled competence on set, strong writing and narrative skills, and his ability to develop 

character and story allow him to take on such creatively ambitious projects.  Every spot 

through the arc of his career reflects an unusual balance of big, bold ideas and rich, 

complex compositions with subtle textures, graphic details and touches of humor.  But a 

genuine, unpretentious humanity is always at the core of his work. 

   

 His work at the center of a number of highly anticipated projects, EVAN 

DAUGHERTY (Screenplay by/Screen Story by) is quickly establishing himself as a 

screenwriter to watch. 

  Daugherty wrote Snow White and the Huntsman almost eight years ago when he 

was a college student at New York University (NYU), and in 2010, his screenplay 

created a bidding war and became one of the biggest studio spec sales in years.   

  Currently filming is Daugherty’s independent action thriller Killing Season.  The 

gritty, character-driven film tells the story of two veterans of the Bosnian War—one 

American, one Serbian—who clash in the remote wilderness to settle an old score in a 

cat-and-mouse game, with battles both physical and psychological.  

  Daugherty is currently penning an adaptation of Veronica Roth’s best-selling 

young adult book “Divergent.”  Produced by Summit Entertainment, Divergent is set in a 

dystopian future in which society is divided into five factions based on personality traits: 

honesty, bravery, intelligence, selflessness and kindness.  The story focuses on a 16-year-

old girl who leaves her family to join a rival faction, which changes her life forever. 

  Born in New York, Daugherty grew up in Dallas, Texas, in constant creative 

pursuit.  He attended film school at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts, where he studied 

filmmaking before settling on screenwriting.  He won the 2008 Script Pipeline 
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Screenwriting Competition with Shrapnel, which garnered him recognition in the 

industry.  Shrapnel and Snow White and the Huntsman made Franklin Leonard’s Black 

List of the best unproduced screenplays, in 2008 and 2010, respectively. 

 

JOHN LEE HANCOCK (Screenplay by) previously directed and wrote The 

Blind Side, starring Oscar
®
 winner Sandra Bullock, which received an Oscar

®
 nomination 

for Best Picture and won an ESPY Award for Best Sports Movie and a Christopher 

Award.  He also directed The Rookie, starring Dennis Quaid, which won the 2002 ESPY 

Award for Best Sports Movie, and directed and co-wrote the historical drama The Alamo, 

which starred Dennis Quaid and Billy Bob Thornton.   

Originally from Texas City, Texas, Hancock earned a law degree from Baylor 

University.  Upon moving to Los Angeles, he traded his legal career for the chance to 

start the Legal Aliens Theater Company, with actor Brandon Lee.  He wrote and directed 

several original stage plays there before launching his film and television career. 

Hancock’s first major motion-picture screenplay, A Perfect World, was directed 

by Clint Eastwood, who also produced and starred in the film alongside Kevin Costner 

and Laura Dern.  Hancock then wrote Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil, a screen 

adaptation of the acclaimed book of the same name, also directed by Eastwood.  He made 

his producing debut with the family drama My Dog Skip, which starred Kevin Bacon, 

Diane Lane and Frankie Muniz, under the direction of Jay Russell.  The film won a 

Christopher Award for Best Family Film.   

For television, Hancock created the CBS series L.A. Doctors, on which he was an 

executive producer, director and writer.  The show won a People’s Choice Award for 

Favorite Television New Dramatic Series.  He later served as executive producer of the 

network’s drama series Falcone and directed an episode of the show. 

Hancock is currently an advisor at the Sundance Institute Screenwriting Lab and 

is a faculty member at the American Film Institute. 
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HOSSEIN AMINI (Screenplay by) was nominated for an Oscar
®
 for his 

adaptation of Henry James’ classic novel “The Wings of the Dove,” which starred Helena 

Bonham Carter, Linus Roache and Alison Elliott. 

Amini also wrote Jude, which starred Kate Winslet and Christopher Eccleston, a 

winner of the Edinburgh International Film Festival prize for Best New British Feature, 

and worked on The Four Feathers, which starred Heath Ledger, and Universal Pictures’ 

upcoming film 47 Ronin, starring Keanu Reeves. 

In 2011, Amini wrote the screenplay for Drive, starring Ryan Gosling and Carey 

Mulligan, which was nominated for the Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival and was 

nominated for Best Film at the 2012 BAFTAs. 

 

 JOE ROTH (Produced by) is an independent film producer whose last film, Alice 

in Wonderland, by earning more than $1 billion at the box office, became the tenth 

highest-grossing film of all time.  He is currently producing Oz: The Great and Powerful, 

starring James Franco and Mila Kunis and directed by Sam Raimi, for Disney, and 

Maleficent, starring Angelina Jolie and directed by Robert Stromberg, for Disney. 

 Over the past 35 years, Roth founded both Morgan Creek and Revolution Studios, 

was chairman of 20
th

 Century Fox and Walt Disney Studios and directed six films, while 

producing or supervising more than 300 movies.  Megahits Home Alone and The Sixth 

Sense, as well as Academy Award
®
-nominated films, including The Insider and Black 

Hawk Down, were made on his watch.  He also produced the Emmy-nominated 2004 

Academy Awards
®
 telecast. 

 Roth is the majority owner of the Seattle Sounders Football Club.  The most 

successful team in America’s soccer history, the Sounders were awarded 2010 

Professional Sports Team of the Year in all sports by the SportsBusiness Journal. 

 Noted equally for his diverse civic and for his charitable activities, Roth has 

received various awards such as the 1991 Variety Club’s Man of the Year Award, the 

1996 Humanitarian Award from the National Conference for Community & Justice and 

the 1997 Museum of the Moving Image Award, and he was honored in 1998 by AIDS 

Project Los Angeles and the National Multiple Sclerosis Society.  He is also the recipient 
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of the 2004 Dorothy and Sherrill C. Corwin Human Relations Award from the American 

Jewish Committee. 

 

Snow White and the Huntsman is producer SAM MERCER’s (Produced by) first 

collaboration with director Rupert Sanders. 

 Mercer previously collaborated on seven films with M. Night Shyamalan, 

including the runaway blockbuster The Sixth Sense, Unbreakable, Signs, The Village, 

Lady in the Water, The Happening and The Last Airbender.  Mercer and Shyamalan also 

produced the thriller Devil, directed by John Erick Dowdle. 

      Mercer’s other producing credits include Sam Mendes’ Jarhead, Stephen 

Sommers’ Van Helsing and Susanne Bier’s Things We Lost in the Fire. 

      Mercer planted his roots in the film business as a freelance location and unit 

production manager on such films as The Witches of Eastwick, Peggy Sue Got Married, 

Stripes, Swing Shift and The Escape Artist.  He also served as an associate producer and 

unit manager for KCET-TV in Los Angeles, where he received a Daytime Emmy Award 

for the live presentation of the San Francisco Opera’s production of La Gioconda. 

      Mercer then joined The Walt Disney Company as a production executive 

supervising such films as Good Morning, Vietnam, Three Fugitives and Dead Poets 

Society.  Within a few years, Mercer was upped to vice president of motion picture 

production for Hollywood Pictures, where he was responsible for such releases as Quiz 

Show, The Joy Luck Club, Born Yesterday, Swing Kids, The Hand That Rocks the Cradle 

and Arachnophobia. 

      Mercer’s first venture into independent producing was the box-office success 

Congo, directed by Frank Marshall and produced by Kathleen Kennedy.  His other 

credits include Peter Hyams’ The Relic, which he produced with Gale Anne Hurd, and 

Brian De Palma’s Mission to Mars, which he executive produced. 

Mercer is a graduate of the Groton School and Occidental College.  He currently 

resides in Pacific Palisades, California. 
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PALAK PATEL (Executive Producer) runs the film division for Joe Roth’s 

company, Roth Films.  Roth Films recently produced Alice in Wonderland, directed by 

Tim Burton.  The company also produced Knight and Day, which starred Tom Cruise and 

Cameron Diaz.  Patel is currently in postproduction on Sam Raimi’s Oz: The Great and 

Powerful, starring James Franco, Mila Kunis, Rachel Weisz and Michelle Williams.  He 

is in preproduction on Disney’s Maleficent, starring Angelina Jolie.  Patel oversees and 

supervises all film projects in development and production at Roth Films.   

Patel was president of production at Paula Weinstein’s Spring Creek Productions, 

which had a first-look deal with Warner Bros.  Patel worked closely with Weinstein 

overseeing Monster-in-Law, Rumor Has It…, Looney Tunes: Back in Action, Envy, Blood 

Diamond and TV’s Recount, directed by Jay Roach.  

Prior to joining Spring Creek, Patel was West Coast story editor at Focus 

Features, working closely with Russell Schwartz, Scott Greenstein, Donna Gigliotti and 

others.  While at Focus, Patel worked closely with senior executives on Traffic, Gosford 

Park, Nurse Betty, Deliver Us From Eva, Possession, The Kid Stays in the Picture and 

The Man Who Wasn’t There, and assisted the acquisitions department on In the Mood for 

Love, Monsoon Wedding and Wet Hot American Summer. 

Patel started out in the business as an intern/assistant on The Sixth Sense in his 

hometown of Philadelphia.  After moving to Los Angeles, he worked as a development 

assistant at Paul Schiff Productions, which had a producing deal with The Walt Disney 

Company at the time. 

 

Nourishing a lifelong passion for filmmaking, GLORIA BORDERS (Executive 

Producer) left her New Jersey home to major in film at San Francisco State University. 

Seizing a lucky opportunity in 1981, she began work on Lucasfilm’s Star Wars: Episode 

VI—Return of the Jedi.  This began a 20-year adventure with George Lucas’ company 

that segued from sound editing to sound supervising (garnering her an Academy Award
®
 

nomination for Forrest Gump, and an Oscar
®
 win for Best Sound Effects Editing for 

Terminator 2: Judgment Day).  In 1995, Borders became vice president of Lucas Digital 

Ltd. and general manager of Skywalker Sound.  During her four-year tenure in 
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management, the facility flourished, creating award-winning soundtracks for film, 

television, commercials and special attractions.  

Blending the creative, technical and management abilities Borders accumulated 

while at Lucasfilm, she became head of postproduction for Joe Roth’s Revolution 

Studios.  Over the course of five years, she managed all postproduction and visual effects 

work for the studio’s feature films.  

In 2005, Borders became head of studio for DreamWorks Animation 

(DWA)/Pacific Data Images in Northern California.  While there, she oversaw the 

production of Shrek the Third and Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa.  She also managed the 

start-up and staffing of DWA’s Bangalore, India studio.  

Borders left DWA in 2009 to become president of Digital Domain in Venice, 

California.  While there, she pulled in many new projects for the studio and executive 

produced TRON: Legacy.  As with the DWA start-up project in India, Borders also 

designed and implemented a start-up facility for DD in Vancouver, Canada, which has 

now grown to more than 300 artists.  

 

GREIG FRASER (Director of Photography) originally hails from Melbourne, 

Australia, and graduated from Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in 1996, where 

he majored in photography.  

Fraser has worked extensively in commercials and feature films.  His recent 

feature credits include Andrew Dominik’s Killing Them Softly, starring Brad Pitt and 

James Gandolfini; Matt Reeves’ Let Me In, starring Chloë Grace Moretz; and Jane 

Campion’s Bright Star. 

For his work on Bright Star, Fraser was awarded an Australian Film Institute 

Award for Best Cinematography in 2010, a British Independent Film Award for Best 

Technical Achievement in 2009, a Sydney Inside Film Award for Best Cinematography 

in 2009 and the prestigious Milli Award for Australian Cinematographer of the Year in 

2011. 

His other feature credits include Out of the Blue, Last Ride and The Boys Are 

Back (starring Clive Owen).  He also worked on Cracker Bag, which won a Palme d’Or 
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Short Film Award at the Cannes Film Festival in 2003 and was nominated for an 

Australian Film Institute Award for Best Cinematography in 2003. 

 

Born into a family of legendary Stilton makers from the Outer Hebrides in 

Scotland, DOMINIC WATKINS’ (Production Designer) early formative years illustrate 

a life that seemed destined to lead anywhere but into the arena of motion picture 

production design.  Indeed, as a young man Watkins flourished in the family trade, 

eventually earning the title Master Cheesemaker.  By his early teens, Watkins had grown 

bored of the Stilton life.  After a furious argument with his beloved parents, Watkins bid 

adieu to his family, his town and his trusty dog, Fromage, and ventured out into the 

British mainland. 

 Watkins spent several years toiling unsuccessfully in a series of odd jobs— 

gardener, attack dog trainer, bricklayer, lawyer, exterminator—before finding steady 

employment as a sapper with the Royal Air Force.  A brutal experience in the Falkland 

Islands crisis led him to rethink his life’s direction and become a coal truck driver.  It was 

behind the wheel, acutely aware that the warmth of thousands of his fellow Britons 

depended on the precision of his trucking schedule, that Watkins found himself.  One 

dark night, overcome by the noxious fumes emanating from his coal trailer, Watkins 

crashed headlong into a performance by the world renowned art collective, L’Orange 

Rash. 

 A collaboration began whereby Watkins found himself designing sets for the art 

collective’s premiere, but seldom seen, film L’Orange Rash Visits the Pom Pom Gurlz.  

In spite of the film’s commercial failure, Watkins was inspired by his newfound career, 

and he moved to California to follow his dream.  Commercial production design for 

products like Pampers and Tampax soon followed.  Within a few short years, Watkins 

made a name for himself in his adopted homeland, a name synonymous with quality and 

taste. 

 The unique trajectory of Watkins’ life made him particularly well-suited for the 

job of production designer on Bad Boys II.  In this way, Watkins found himself drawing 

upon all of his experiences, from cheese to coal, in order to create the broad range of sets 

and environments required for such a dynamic motion picture.  Where will Watkins’ life 
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lead next?  Not even he knows.  However one thing is for certain, this former 

cheesecurdler from Scotland made good.  Cheese ahoy! 

 

  CONRAD BUFF, ACE (Editor) won an Academy Award
®
 for his editing work on 

James Cameron’s record-breaking blockbuster Titanic, for which he also won an 

American Cinema Editors Eddie Award and earned a BAFTA nomination.  Buff also 

received a Best Editing Oscar
®
 nomination for his work on Cameron’s Terminator 2: 

Judgment Day, and teamed with Cameron on the hit action-comedy True Lies and the 

groundbreaking sci-fi thriller The Abyss.  

 Buff has also repeatedly collaborated with several other noted directors.  He has 

worked with Antoine Fuqua on four features: the action-thriller Shooter; the period epic 

King Arthur; the war drama Tears of the Sun; and the acclaimed crime drama Training 

Day, which starred Denzel Washington.  For director Roger Donaldson, Buff edited the 

Cuban missile crisis drama Thirteen Days, the disaster thriller Dante’s Peak, the sci-fi 

horror hit Species and the romantic thriller The Getaway.   

 Buff’s additional film credits include Rupert Wyatt’s Rise of the Planet of the 

Apes; McG’s Terminator Salvation; M. Night Shyamalan’s The Happening; Jim 

Sheridan’s Get Rich or Die Tryin’; Denzel Washington’s directorial debut, Antwone 

Fisher; Mystery Men; Arlington Road; Short Circuit 2; Mel Brooks’ Spaceballs; and 

Richard Marquand’s hit thriller Jagged Edge. 

 A Los Angeles native, Buff began his film career as visual-effects editorial 

supervisor on such blockbusters as Star Wars: Episode V—The Empire Strikes Back, 

Raiders of the Lost Ark, E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial and Poltergeist.  He also served as 

assistant film editor on Star Wars: Episode VI—Return of the Jedi and as visual effects 

editor on Ghostbusters. 

 

 NEIL SMITH (Editor) has collaborated with director Rupert Sanders for more 

than a decade and cut Sanders’ first commercial.  They’ve worked together on award-

winning commercials including Activision’s Call of Duty Black Ops “There is a Soldier 

in All of Us,” Puma’s “L.I.F.T.,” DirecTV’s “Robots,” Adidas’ “Ignite,” and Nike Jordan 
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Brand’s “Break to Build/Slap” and “Field Generals.”  Smith also edited Sanders’ short 

films D-minus and Black Hole. 

 Smith is co-owner of the commercials and features editorial company Work, 

which he helped found in 2005.  The company recently opened an office in New York.  

His other commercial work includes Audi’s “Satellite” and “Bull” spots, and Honda’s 

“Museum” and “Jump” spots. 

 Smith edited Vito Rocco’s Faintheart, which starred Eddie Marsan, and was 

nominated for the Audience Award at the Edinburgh International Film Festival.  Smith 

also edited the short films The Stars Don’t Twinkle in Outer Space, which won a Jury 

Award at the Palm Springs International ShortFest, and Rocco’s Goodbye, Cruel World, 

which won a Jury Award at the Palm Springs International ShortFest and was nominated 

for a Golden Berlin Bear at the Berlin International Film Festival. 

 

COLLEEN ATWOOD (Costume Designer) began her career as a costume 

designer on Michael Apted’s Firstborn, which starred Sarah Jessica Parker and Robert 

Downey, Jr.  While living in New York, Atwood was able to collaborate with Jonathan 

Demme on Married to the Mob, The Silence of the Lambs, Philadelphia and Beloved.  

 In the late 1980s, Atwood moved to Los Angeles and began her first collaboration 

with Tim Burton on Edward Scissorhands.  She has been fortunate to continue working 

with Burton on Ed Wood, Mars Attacks!, Sleepy Hollow, Big Fish, Sweeney Todd The 

Demon Barber of Fleet Street, Alice in Wonderland and, most recently, Dark Shadows.  

She has also collaborated with Rob Marshall on Chicago, Memoirs of a Geisha and Nine.   

 Atwood has been nominated for nine Academy Awards
®
, with three wins for 

Chicago, Memoirs of a Geisha and Alice in Wonderland.  Additionally, Atwood has been 

nominated for more 50 awards for achievements in costume design. 

 

JAMES NEWTON HOWARD (Music by) is one of the most versatile and 

respected composers currently working in film. 

To date, Howard has received eight Oscar
®
 nominations, including six for Best 

Original Score for his work on Defiance, Michael Clayton, The Village, The Fugitive, 
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The Prince of Tides and My Best Friend’s Wedding.  He was also nominated for Best 

Original Song for the films Junior and One Fine Day. 

Howard, along with Hans Zimmer, won the 2009 Grammy Award for the score 

for The Dark Knight.  He has also received Grammy Award nominations for music from 

Blood Diamond, Dinosaur and Signs and the song from One Fine Day.  In addition, he 

won an Emmy Award for the theme to the Andre Braugher series Gideon’s Crossing, and 

he received two additional Emmy nominations for the themes to the long-running Warner 

Bros. series ER and the Ving Rhames series Men.  Howard has also been nominated four 

times for Golden Globe Awards for his massive orchestral score for Peter Jackson’s 

blockbuster remake of King Kong; for the songs from Junior and One Fine Day; and 

most recently, for his provocative symphonic score for Defiance. 

He received the 2008 World Soundtrack Award for Film Composer of the Year 

for his work on the films Charlie Wilson’s War, Michael Clayton and I Am Legend.  He 

received the Soundtrack of the Year Award from the Classical Brit Awards for The Dark 

Knight (2009) and Blood Diamond (2008).  In 2009, he received the Special 5
th

 

Anniversary GoldSpirit Award for Best Composer of the Last 5 Years (2004–2008) from 

the Úbeda Film Music Conference in Spain. 

Howard, who has been honored with ASCAP’s prestigious Henry Mancini Award 

for Lifetime Achievement, now has more than 100 films to his credit.  Among them are 

all of M. Night Shyamalan’s films (The Sixth Sense, Unbreakable, Signs, The Village, 

Lady in the Water, The Happening and The Last Airbender), five films for director 

Lawrence Kasdan (Grand Canyon, Wyatt Earp, French Kiss, Mumford and 

Dreamcatcher), four Julia Roberts comedies (Pretty Woman, Runaway Bride, My Best 

Friend’s Wedding and America’s Sweethearts) and three animated films for Walt Disney 

Studios (Dinosaur, Treasure Planet and Atlantis: The Lost Empire).  His other wide-

ranging credits include Duplicity, Confessions of a Shopaholic, The Great Debaters (with 

Peter Golub), Batman Begins, Collateral, Snow Falling on Cedars, Outbreak, Hidalgo, 

Peter Pan, Falling Down, Primal Fear, Glengarry Glen Ross, Waterworld, The Devil’s 

Advocate and Dave, among others.  

Howard’s success reflects the experiences of a rich musical past.  Inspired by his 

grandmother, a classical violinist who played in the Pittsburgh Symphony in the ’30s and 
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’40s, he began his studies on the piano at age four.  After studying at the Music Academy 

of the West, in Santa Barbara, and at the USC Thornton School of Music, as a piano 

major, he completed his formal education with orchestration study under legendary 

arranger Marty Paich. 

Though his training was classical, he maintained an interest in rock and pop 

music, and it was his early work in the pop arena that allowed him to hone his talents as a 

musician, arranger, songwriter and producer.  He racked up a string of collaborations in 

the studio with some of pop’s biggest names, including Barbra Streisand; Earth, Wind & 

Fire; Bob Seger; Rod Stewart; Toto; Glenn Frey; Diana Ross; Carly Simon; Olivia 

Newton-John; Randy Newman; Rickie Lee Jones; Cher; and Chaka Khan.  In 1975, he 

joined pop superstar Elton John’s band on the road and in the studio. 

Howard left the band in 1976 to do more record production.  He would rejoin the 

band in 1980 for another tour and again in 1986 to conduct the Melbourne Symphony 

Orchestra for John’s Live in Australia tour, the recording of which later became a 

platinum-selling album.  

When he was offered his first film in 1985, he never looked back.  As a change of 

pace, Howard reunited with Elton John for a multicity tour in the summer of 2004, which 

included sold-out concerts at the Royal Albert Hall in London and Radio City Music Hall 

in New York.   

His recent releases include The Hunger Games, Green Lantern, Larry Crowne, 

Water for Elephants, Gnomeo & Juliet, The Green Hornet, The Tourist, Love and Other 

Drugs and Salt.  His upcoming films include Tony Gilroy’s The Bourne Legacy.  In 

February 2009, Howard had his first concert piece, titled “I Would Plant a Tree,” 

performed by the Pacific Symphony as part of its American Composers Festival.   

 

—snow white and the huntsman— 

 

 

 

 

 


